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Abstract. We develop a cohomology theory for locally analytic representations
of p-adic Lie groups on nonarchimedean locally convex vector spaces. There are
versions of Pontrjagin duality, Shapiro’s lemma and a Hochschild-Serre spectral
sequence. As an application, we give the definition of a supercuspidal locally
analytic representation of a p-adic reductive group and study extensions between
locally analytic principal series representations.
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0 Introduction

Let p be a prime number, let L be a finite extension of the field Qp of p-adic
numbers, let K be a valued field extension of L such that K is spherically com-
plete, and let H be a finite-dimensional locally L-analytic group.

The systematic study of locally analytic representations of H on locally convex
topological K-vector spaces was initiated by P. Schneider and J. Teitelbaum
(cf. [33], [35] and [36]). One of the most recent arithmetic applications of this
theory is concerned with the p-adic local Langlands program, first conceived
by C. Breuil, trying to establish a correspondence between p-adic Galois rep-
resentations and certain continuous representations of p-adic reductive groups
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on nonarchimedean topological vector spaces (see e.g. [9]). In contrast to the
classical local Langlands program a p-adic correspondence would not only in-
volve (topologically) irreducible representations of p-adic reductive groups but
also certain extensions of such. In view of this phenomenon, and as a part of
the general theory, it seemed necessary to develop a suitable cohomology theory
for locally analytic representations of p-adic Lie groups. This is the aim of the
present article.

With H as above we let D(H) = D(H,K) denote the K-algebra of locally
analytic K-valued distributions on H (cf. section 2). A fundamental result
of P. Schneider and J. Teitelbaum states that the category of locally analytic
representations of H on locally convex K-vector spaces of compact type is anti-
equivalent to the category MnF

H of separately continuous D(H)-modules on
nuclear Fréchet spaces over K (cf. [35], Corollary 3.3).

More generally, let MH denote the category of complete Hausdorff locally con-
vexK-vector spaces with the structure of a separately continuousD(H)-module,
taking as morphisms all continuous D(H)-linear maps (cf. section 2). Neither
of the categories MnF

H or MH is abelian, and the full abelian subcategory of
coadmissible D(H)-modules of [36], section 6, does generally not have enough
projective objects (confer the two paragraphs following Proposition 4.1). In
the larger category of all abstract D(H)-modules the restriction and induction
functors do not seem to preserve injective or projective objects. Therefore, one
lacks certain necessary tools such as Shapiro’s lemma and the spectral sequence
of Hochschild-Serre.

In order to overcome these deficiencies, we carry over J.L. Taylor’s general ap-
proach of a homology theory for topological algebras over the complex numbers
(cf. [40]) to the nonarchimedean setting. It is based on the definition of pro-
jective and injective objects relative to the class of exact sequences in MH

admitting a continuous K-linear section. Thus, the theory is closely related to
that of the continuous cohomology of [5], chapter IX, and [13], §1.

Section 1 provides the necessary results from nonarchimedean functional analy-
sis, whereas the specific homological algebra is developed in section 2. For each
pair of objects V andW of MH we define relative extension groups ExtqH(V,W ),
torsion groups TorHq (V,W ), locally analytic cohomology groups Hq

an(H,V ) and
locally analytic homology groups Han

q (H,V ) (cf. Definition 2.5 and Definition
2.7). Apart from being relatively universal δ-functors these K-vector spaces
can be endowed with natural locally convex topologies (cf. Remark 2.10) and
can often be computed by means of a complex of locally analytic cochains (cf.
Remark 2.17).

In section 3 we single out two full exact subcategories of MH which are anti-
equivalent to each other under the duality functor (cf. Theorem 3.1, slightly
generalizing the above mentioned result of P. Schneider and J. Teitelbaum).
This leads to a version of Pontrjagin duality in Theorem 3.2 similar to the one
between discrete and compact modules over profinite groups.
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We begin section 4 by constructing K-linear comparison homomorphisms

κq : ExtqH(V,W ) −→ ExtqD(H)(V,W )

for any two objects V and W of MH where the groups on the right are com-
puted in the category of all abstract D(H)-modules. We give an example in
which κ1 is injective but not surjective (cf. Proposition 4.1 and Proposition
4.2). This example also shows that the space Can(Zp,K) of K-valued locally
analytic functions on Zp does not admit any continuous K-linear antiderivatives
(cf. Corollary 4.3) – a piece of p-adic analysis which seems to be interesting of
its own.

On the other hand, one can show the comparison homomorphisms κq to be
bijective assuming the module V to admit a relatively projective resolution by
objects of the form D(H)⊗̂K,ιY

q where all Y q are K-vector spaces carrying
their finest locally convex topology (cf. section 1 for the notion of the complete
inductive tensor product). We closely examine the case of the trivial one di-
mensional D(H)-module V = 1, and define the group H to satisfy assumption
(A) if 1 admits a relatively projective resolution of the above type. Under this
assumption, one can use results from [37], section 3, to relate the locally ana-
lytic cohomology of H to the cohomology of its Lie algebra and the cohomology
over the K-algebra D∞(H) of locally constant K-valued distributions on H (cf.
Theorem 4.9 and Theorem 4.10).

The first one to consider the cohomology of compact locally Qp-analytic groups,
although in a different setting, was M. Lazard (cf. [25], Chapitre V, which was
given a modern treatment in [39]). We crucially use his ideas involving a famous
lemma of J-P. Serre’s to prove that compact locally Qp-analytic groups satisfy
assumption (A) (cf. Theorem 4.4). For finite extensions L of Qp and solvable
groups we give a different argument relying on the p-adic Fourier theory of [34]
(cf. Theorem 6.5).

Given a locally L-analytic group H1 and a closed locally L-analytic subgroup
H2 we define induction and coinduction functors from MH2 to MH1 in section
5. They correspond to each other under Pontrjagin duality (cf. Proposition 5.3).
Both functors, as well as the restriction functor, enjoy the necessary acyclicity
properties to obtain a version of Shapiro’s lemma, generalizing Frobenius reci-
procity (cf. Theorem 5.5, Proposition 5.6 and Theorem 5.7).

It is one of our achievements to have built up a theory flexible enough and to
have chosen assumption (A) sufficiently weak to be able to apply the results of
section 4 to a vast class of non-compact groups. Namely, using a well-known
technique due to C.T.C. Wall which we recall in Theorem 6.1, we show that the
class of groups satisfying assumption (A) is closed under extensions and that it
includes all solvable locally L-analytic groups (cf. Corollary 6.2 and Theorem
6.5). Moreover, we have all the necessary machinery at hand to follow an ar-
gument of W. Casselman and D. Wigner (cf. [13], section 3) showing that the
group of Qp-rational points of a reductive group, and hence that of any linear
algebraic group over Qp, satisfies assumption (A) (cf. Theorem 6.6 and Theorem
6.7). For such groups we are able to establish the existence of a (co)homological
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spectral sequence in Theorem 6.8. Finally, using results of P. Schneider and J.
Teitelbaum from [37] we establish a vanishing theorem giving an analog in our
setting of M. Lazard’s famous result that uniform pro-p groups are Poincaré
duality groups (cf. Theorem 6.9 and the remarks preceding it).

Sections 7 and 8 are concerned with applications to the theory of locally analytic
representations.

In section 7 we assume N to be the group of L-rational points of a unipotent
group defined over L with Lie algebra n. In this case the locally analytic N -
homology is isomorphic to the N -coinvariants of the n-homology (cf. Theorem
7.1). In Definition 7.2 we give the notion of a supercuspidal locally analytic
representation of a p-adic reductive group G and use the above result to relate
our definition to the usual one in the smooth case. In fact, using a structure
theorem of D. Prasad (cf. [28], Theorem 1) we can even characterize the super-
cuspidal locally algebraic representations of G (cf. Theorem 7.3). In Theorem
7.4 we prove a criterion allowing us to carry over the degeneracy result of The-
orem 7.1 to N -cohomology and to directly relate the latter to the Lie algebra
cohomology with respect to n. This gives a variant of a result of W. Casselman
and D. Wigner for semisimple groups (cf. [13], Theorem 1).

In the final section 8 we let G, P , M and N be the groups of L-rational points
of a reductive group over L, a minimal parabolic subgroup, its Levi quotient
and its unipotent radical, respectively. We assume L = Qp or G to be L-split.
If χ1, χ2 : M → K× are two locally analytic characters we study the exten-
sion groups ExtqG(I(χ1), I(χ2)) where I(χi) := IndGP (χi) are two locally analytic
principal series representations. By Pontrjagin duality, Shapiro’s lemma and
the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence this problem is split up into three steps.
Letting M(χi) := I(χi)

′
b denote the D(G)-module obtained by dualizing, one

first has to compute the locally analytic cohomology groups Hq
an(N,M(χ1)). As

in the smooth case the module M(χ1) is endowed with a P -invariant filtration
and one tries to compute the locally analytic N -cohomology of the associated
graded object. We carry out these computations for the highest and the lowest
graded pieces, respectively (cf. Theorem 8.2 and Theorem 8.5). The cohomol-
ogy of the latter turns out to be isomorphic to the n-cohomology of a certain
Verma module, at least if G is L-split. The two cases we treat show the locally
analytic theory to significantly deviate from the corresponding behavior in the
smooth case (cf. Remark 8.6).

In a second step one has to determine the groups of extensions between two
locally analytic characters of M . The most interesting situation turns out to be
the one in which both characters are trivial, a case we treat in Theorem 8.9 and
Corollary 8.10. Again, the result differs from the corresponding smooth one.
On the other hand, it suggests that – had we introduced cup products – the
ring structure of the total cohomology space of a p-adic reductive group would
still be that of an exterior algebra (cf. Remark 8.11).

The third step concerns the analysis of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
which we carry out only in the explicit case of G = GL2(L) (cf. Example 8.12).
In this example our previous results are general enough to completely determine
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the N -cohomology of the dual module of a principal series representation (cf.
Theorem 8.13). This allows us to slightly generalize a theorem of P. Schneider
and J. Teitelbaum on the space of G-homomorphisms between two such rep-
resentations (cf. Theorem 8.14). More generally, we are able to determine the
higher extension groups in a generic case and to show that the Euler-Poincaré
characteristic of two principal series representations of G is always trivial (cf.
Theorem 8.15, Theorem 8.16 and Theorem 8.17).

Coming back to the case of a general reductive group, we conclude our article
by showing that for a pair of principal series representations the comparison
homomorphisms κq for the dual modules are bijective in any degree (cf. The-
orem 8.18). Thus, our approach is perfectly well-suited for the study of such
representations.
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principal series representations inspired much of this work. Part of the arti-
cle was written while the author was visiting the Institut des Hautes Études
Scientifiques, Bures-sur-Yvette, on a grant from the Deutscher Akademischer
Austauschdienst. He gratefully acknowledges the support of both institutions.
Special thanks go to three anonymous referees for many very helpful sugges-
tions. The splitting assertion of Theorem 8.13 (ii) is due to one of them.

Conventions and notation. Let p be a prime number and let L be a finite
extension of the field Qp of p-adic numbers. We let K|L be an extension of
valued fields such that K is spherically complete. Let oL and oK denote the
valuation rings of L and K, respectively. By H we denote a locally L-analytic
group of finite dimension d with Lie algebra h. For technical reasons we will
always assume H to be countable at infinity, i.e. the set of cosets H/H0 to be at
most countable for any compact open subgroup H0 of H. We let LCSK be the
category of locally convex K-vector spaces. Its morphisms are all continuous
K-linear maps. If R is a ring with unit then we denote by ModR the category
of (unital left) R-modules.

1 Preliminaries from functional analysis

If V andW are two locally convex K-vector spaces we let Lb(V,W ) be the space
of continuous K-linear maps from V to W endowed with the strong topology.
The latter is defined by the family of lattices

(1) N(B,U) := {f ∈ L(V,W ) : f(B) ⊆ U}

with B (resp. U) running through all bounded subsets of V (resp. all open lat-
tices of W ). In particular, we write V ′

b := Lb(V,K) for the strong dual of V .
We write V ⊗̂K,ιW and V ⊗̂K,πW for the Hausdorff completion of the inductive
and the projective tensor product of V and W , respectively (cf. [32], §17). For
the notion of barrelled and bornological locally convex K-vector spaces we refer
to [32], §6.
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Over the complex numbers, the following permanence property was first formu-
lated by A. Grothendieck (cf. [17], I.3.1, page 78).

Lemma 1.1. If V and W are barrelled then so is V ⊗̂K,ιW .

Proof: As the locally convex inductive limit of a family of maps from V and W
to V ⊗K W , the space V ⊗K,ι W is barrelled whenever V and W are, and so is
the associated Hausdorff space (cf. [32], page 35, Examples 3 and 4). It is true
quite generally that the completion Û of a Hausdorff barrelled locally convex
K-vector space is barrelled again. Indeed, let M ⊆ Û be a closed lattice. Then
L := M ∩ U is a closed lattice in U . Thus, L is open in U and M = L is open
in Û (cf. [32], Remark 7.4 (ii)). □

Let V = lim−→i∈IVi be the locally convex inductive limit of a directed family

(Vi)i∈I of locally convex K-vector spaces Vi. If I = N and if the maps Vi → Vi+1

are strict injective such that V = ∪i≥1Vi then we speak of a strict inductive
limit. We call strict (LF)-space any strict inductive limit of K-Fréchet spaces.

The first part of the following proposition can be proved as in [17], I.3.1 Propo-
sition 14 (see also [15], Lemma 1.1.30).

Proposition 1.2. The complete inductive tensor product commutes with locally
convex direct sums. If V = lim−→i∈IVi and W = lim−→j∈JWj are locally convex
inductive limits then there is a topological isomorphism

(2) V ⊗K,ι W ≃ lim−→(i,j)∈I×J(Vi ⊗K,ι Wj).

If both V and W are strict (LF)-spaces then (2) extends to a topological isomor-
phism

(3) V ⊗̂K,ιW ≃ lim−→i∈N(Vi⊗̂K,ιWi).

In particular, V ⊗̂K,ιW is again a strict (LF)-space and is barrelled and bornolog-
ical.

Proof: We prove only the two final assertions. Let us first remark that by a
cofinality argument there is a topological isomorphism

lim−→i∈N(Vi ⊗K,ι Wi) ≃ lim−→i,j(Vi ⊗K,ι Wj).

If Vi and Wi are Fréchet spaces then the spaces Vi ⊗K,ι Wi ≃ Vi ⊗K,π Wi

are metrizable (cf. [32], Proposition 17.6 and the ensuing remark) and the map
Vi⊗K,ιWi → Vi+1⊗K,ιWi+1 is strict (cf. [32], Corollary 17.5). The induced map
Vi⊗̂K,ιWi → Vi+1⊗̂K,ιWi+1 is strict injective, too. Thus, lim−→i∈N(Vi⊗̂K,ιWi) is

complete (cf. [32], Lemma 7.9), whence (3). We see that V ⊗̂K,ιW is again a
strict (LF)-space and as such is barrelled and bornological (cf. [32], page 33,
Example 2, Proposition 6.14 and page 35, Examples 2 and 3). □

Proposition 1.3. If V = lim−→iVi and W = lim−→iWi are strict (LF)-spaces and

if all Vi are reflexive then any bounded oK-submodule A of U := V ⊗̂K,ιW is
contained in the closure of a set of the form B⊗oK

C where B and C are bounded
oK-submodules of V and W , respectively.
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Proof: By [32], Lemma 4.10, we may assume A to be closed. Let UA be the
vector subspace of U generated by A and let pA be the gauge seminorm of UA

defined by A (cf. [32], page 8). According to [32], Lemma 7.17, (UA, pA) is a
Banach space and the inclusion UA → U is continuous.

By Proposition 1.2 we have U = lim−→i(Vi⊗̂K,ιWi) with Fréchet spaces Vi⊗̂K,ιWi.

By [32], Corollary 8.9, UA → U factors through some Vi⊗̂K,ιWi → U . Since
Vi is reflexive it follows from [32], Proposition 20.11, that there are bounded
oK-submodules B and C of Vi and Wi, respectively, such that A is contained in
the closure of B ⊗oK C in Vi⊗̂K,ιWi. A priori, B and C are bounded in V and
W , and A is contained in the closure of B ⊗oK

C in U . □

Proposition 1.4. Let U , V and W be locally convex K-vector spaces. If U is
barrelled and if W is Hausdorff and complete then there is a natural continuous
K-linear bijection

(4) α : Lb(U⊗̂K,ιV,W ) −→ Lb(U,Lb(V,W )).

If U and V are locally convex direct sums of strict (LF)-spaces such that all
Fréchet spaces associated with U or V are reflexive, then (4) is even a topological
isomorphism.

Proof: For the first part of the proof see [15], Proposition 1.1.35. We prove only
the second assertion.
Let A ⊆ U⊗̂K,ιV be bounded. Since the complete inductive tensor product
commutes with locally convex direct sums (cf. Proposition 1.2) we deduce from
[8], III.1.4 Proposition 5 and our Proposition 1.3 that A ⊆ B ⊗oK C for certain
bounded oK-submodules B and C of U and V , respectively. If L is an open
lattice in W then N(B,N(C,L)) = α(N(B ⊗oK C,L)) ⊆ α(N(A,L)). □

Proposition 1.5. Let V and W be locally convex K-vector spaces and assume
that any bounded subset of W ′

b is equicontinuous (e.g. that W is barrelled or
bornological). Then the map τ : Lb(V,W ) → Lb(W

′
b, V

′
b ) induced by passing to

the transpose is continuous.

Proof: Note first that if f : V → W is continuous and K-linear then so is its
transpose f ′ : W ′

b → V ′
b (cf. [32], Remark 16.1). Let A ⊆ V and B ⊆ W ′

b be
bounded subsets. By assumption on W there is an open lattice U in W such
that ℓ(U) ⊆ oK for all ℓ ∈ B. But then N(A,U) ⊆ τ−1(N(B,N(A, oK))). □

Proposition 1.6. If (Ui)i∈N is a countable family of bornological Hausdorff
locally convex K-vector spaces then the direct product U :=

∏
i∈N Ui is bornolog-

ical.

Proof: Denote by T the product topology on U and by Tbor the locally convex
topology defined by all lattices L with the property that for all bounded subsets
B of (U, T ) there is an element a ∈ K such that B ⊆ aL. The topology Tbor is
finer than T and both topologies have the same class of bounded subsets. By
[32], Lemma 14.1, it suffices to show that T is the Mackey topology on U and
that the topology Tbor is admissible in the sense of [32], §14.

As for the first claim, let B be a bounded and c-compact oK-submodule of the
weak dual space of U . By the arguments given in the proof of [32], Proposition
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14.3, there is a finite set of indices I ⊆ N such that B ⊆ ⊕i∈Iπi(B) where
πi : U ′

s → (Ui)
′
s is the canonical map ⊕i(Ui)

′
s ⊆

∏
i(Ui)

′
s → (Ui)

′
s. For the

corresponding polars this implies

Bp ⊇
∏
i ̸∈I

Ui ×
⊕
i∈I

πi(B)p.

The oK-module πi(B) is bounded and c-compact in the weak dual of Ui (cf. [32],
Lemma 12.1) so that πi(B)p is an open lattice in the Mackey topology of Ui.
Now Ui is bornological so that the Mackey topology coincides with the given
topology (cf. [32], Proposition 14.4). Therefore, Bp is open in (U, T ).

As for the second claim, a K-linear functional on U is continuous with respect
to Tbor if and only if it respects bounded subsets. Let the functional ℓ have
this property. As in [21], §28.4, one shows that there is an index n0 ∈ N such
that ℓ(u) = 0 for all elements u = (ui)i∈N of U for which u1 = . . . = un0 = 0.
Letting ιi : Ui → U be the natural inclusions, the functionals ℓ ◦ ιi : Ui → K
respect bounded subsets, hence are continuous because Ui is bornological (cf.
[32], Proposition 6.13). Therefore, so is ℓ =

∑n0

i=1 ℓ ◦ ιi ◦ pri. □

2 Relative homological algebra

Recall that a topological Hausdorff space M is called (strictly) paracompact if
any open covering of M admits a locally finite refinement by (pairwise disjoint)
open subsets. If M is a finite dimensional paracompact locally L-analytic man-
ifold then M is strictly paracompact (cf. [31], Proposition 8.7). The K-vector
space Can(M,K) of locally analytic functions on M with values in K is the
space of functions f : M → K which are locally representable, via suitable
charts, by convergent power series with coefficients in K. It carries a natural
topology making it a Hausdorff barrelled, locally convex K-vector space (cf.
[16], Satz 2.1.10). If M is compact then Can(M,K) is a space of compact type,
hence is complete, bornological and reflexive (cf. [35], Lemma 2.1 and Theorem
1.1). If (Mi)i∈I is a covering of M by pairwise disjoint open subsets then there
is a topological isomorphism

(5) Can(M,K) ≃
∏
i∈I

Can(Mi,K)

(cf. [16], Korollar 2.2.4). Choosing the subsets Mi to be compact we see that
Can(M,K) is complete and reflexive (cf. [32], Proposition 9.10 and Proposition
9.11).

Let D(M,K) := Can(M,K)′b denote the space of so-called locally analytic dis-
tributions on M with values in K. Passing to the strong duals, we infer from
(5) that

(6) D(M,K) ≃ ⊕i∈ID(Mi,K)

(cf. [32], Proposition 9.11). Since the strong dual of a space of compact type is
a nuclear Fréchet space (cf. [35], Theorem 1.3), hence is complete, barrelled and
bornological (cf. [32], Proposition 6.14 and page 35, Example 2), the same is
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true of D(M,K) (cf. [32], Lemma 7.8, as well as page 33, Example 3 and page
35, Example 4).

If the coefficient field K is clear from the context we omit it from the notation
and write Can(M) = Can(M,K) and D(M) = D(M,K).

If M = H is a locally L-analytic group the multiplication map H × H → H
induces on D(H) the structure of a unital, separately continuous K-algebra (cf.
[35], Proposition 2.3). The latter means that the multiplication map

(7) D(H)×D(H) −→ D(H), (δ1, δ2) 7→ δ1 · δ2,

induces continuous K-linear endomorphisms of D(H) whenever δ1 or δ2 is fixed.
Since the map (7) is K-bilinear and separately continuous and since D(H) is
Hausdorff and complete, it induces a unique continuous K-linear map

(8) D(H)⊗̂K,ιD(H) −→ D(H).

We letMH be the category whose objects are complete Hausdorff locally convex
K-vector spaces V with the structure of a separately continuous D(H)-module

(9) D(H)× V −→ V,

separately continuous meaning that for all v ∈ V and all δ ∈ D(H) the maps
(δ′ 7→ δ′ · v) and (v′ 7→ δ · v′) are continuous. As in (8) the structure map (9)
uniquely extends to a continuous K-linear map

(10) D(H)⊗̂K,ιV −→ V.

As morphisms in MH we choose all continuous D(H)-linear maps, writing

LH(V,W ) := Homcont
D(H)(V,W )

for two objects V and W of MH . We endow LH(V,W ) with the topology in-
duced from Lb(V,W ).

We call hypomodule any object V of MH whose structure map (9) is not only
separately continuous but even hypocontinuous with respect to all bounded sub-
sets of D(H) (cf. [8], III.5.3 Definition 2). This means that for any bounded
subset B of D(H) and any open lattice L of V there exists another open lattice
M of V such that the image of B ×M is contained in L. We note that if V is
an object of MH whose underlying locally convex K-vector space is barrelled
then V is automatically a hypomodule (cf. [8], III.5.3 Proposition 6).

Recall that a continuous K-linear map between locally convex K-vector spaces
is called strong if it is strict with closed image and if both its kernel and its
image admit complements by closed K-subspaces. We endow LCSK and MH

with the structure of exact categories by declaring a sequence

. . . −→ Vq+1
δq+1−→ Vq

δq−→ Vq−1 −→ . . .

in the respective category to be strongly exact (or s-exact, for short) if it is exact
as a sequence of abstract K-vector spaces and if all maps δq are strong maps
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between locally convex K-vector spaces. If the above sequence is a complex, i.e.
if δq ◦ δq+1 = 0 for all q, then its s-exactness is equivalent to the existence of
a continuous K-linear contracting homotopy consisting of continuous K-linear
maps λq : Vq → Vq+1 such that

(11) δq+1 ◦ λq + λq−1 ◦ δq = idVq for all q.

Definition 2.1. An object P ofMH is called s-projective if the functor LH(P, · )
transforms all short s-exact sequences

(12) 0 −→ V1 −→ V2 −→ V3 −→ 0

in MH into exact sequences of abstract K-vector spaces.

We emphasize that although we view LH(P, Vi) as a locally convex K-vector
space we do not require the functor LH(P, · ) to give rise to s-exact sequences
in LCSK .

If V is any complete Hausdorff locally convex K-vector space then D(H)⊗̂K,ιV
is naturally an object of MH . Indeed, being Hausdorff and complete by defini-
tion, it suffices to remark that by tensorizing the identity map on V with (8)
we obtain a continuous K-linear map

D(H)⊗̂K,ι(D(H)⊗̂K,ιV ) ≃ (D(H)⊗̂K,ιD(H))⊗̂K,ιV −→ D(H)⊗̂K,ιV.

The objects of MH of the form D(H)⊗̂K,ιV are called s-free.

Lemma 2.2. For any Hausdorff complete locally convex K-vector space V and
any object W of MH there is a natural continuous K-linear bijection

(13) α : LH(D(H)⊗̂K,ιV,W ) −→ Lb(V,W )

given by composition with the map (v 7→ 1⊗ v) : V → D(H)⊗̂K,ιV . If V is the
locally convex direct sum of strict (LF)-spaces and if W is a hypomodule then
α is a topological isomorphism.

Proof: For the bijectivity of α see [40], Proposition 1.3. We show that α is
continuous. Let B ⊆ V be bounded and let L ⊆ W be an open lattice. Since
the above map V → D(H)⊗̂K,ιV is continuous the image B′ of B is bounded.
One checks that α(N(B′, L) ∩ LH(D(H)⊗̂K,ιV,W )) ⊆ N(B,L).

Under the additional assumptions on V and W let A ⊆ D(H)⊗̂K,ιV be a
bounded oK-submodule and let L ⊆ W be an open lattice. We need to show
that α(N(A,L) ∩ LH(D(H)⊗̂K,ιV,W )) is open in Lb(V,W ), i.e. contains a set
of the form N(C,M) where C ⊆ V is bounded and M ⊆W is an open lattice.

As seen in the proof of Proposition 1.4 there are bounded oK-submodules B
and C of D(H) and V , respectively, such that A ⊆ B ⊗oK C. Since the open
lattice L is closed in W we have N(B ⊗oK

C,L) = N(B ⊗oK
C,L) ⊆ N(A,L).

Since B is bounded and W is a hypomodule there is an open lattice M in W
such that B ·M ⊆ L. Then N(C,M) is as required. □
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Proposition 2.3. An object P of MH is s-projective if and only if it is a direct
summand (in MH) of an s-free module. If V is the locally convex direct sum
of strict (LF)-spaces and if P = D(H)⊗̂K,ιV then the functor LH(P, · ) takes
s-exact sequences of hypomodules to s-exact sequences of locally convex K-vector
spaces.

Proof: For a proof of the first part see [40], Proposition 1.4. The crucial obser-
vation is that by Lemma 2.2 the functors LH(D(H)⊗̂K,ιV, · ) and Lb(V, · ) are
equivalent, the latter being exact on s-exact sequences in LCSK . The second
assertion of the proposition follows from the second assertion of Lemma 2.2. □

We point out that it is precisely the lack of exactness of the functors Lb(V, · )
on general exact sequences of continuous maps between locally convex K-vector
spaces that forces us to work with s-exact sequences.

If V is an object of MH then by an s-projective s-resolution of V we mean an
s-exact sequence

. . . −→ X1
d1−→ X0

d0−→ V −→ 0

in MH in which all objects Xi are s-projective.

For an object V of MH let B−1(H,V ) := V , and for q ≥ 0 let Bq(H,V ) :=
D(H)⊗̂K,ιBq−1(H,V ) with its structure of an s-free module. For q ≥ 0 define
dq : Bq(H,V ) → Bq−1(H,V ) through

dq(δ0 ⊗ . . .⊗ δq ⊗ v) :=

q−1∑
i=0

(−1)iδ0 ⊗ . . .⊗ δiδi+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ δq ⊗ v

+(−1)qδ0 ⊗ . . .⊗ δq−1 ⊗ δqv.

As in [40], section 2, one proves the following statement.

Proposition 2.4. For any object V of MH the sequence (Bq(H,V ), dq)q≥0 is
an s-projective s-resolution of V in MH . □

As usual, the complex (Bq(H,V ), dq)q≥0 is called the unnormalized bar resolu-
tion of V .

The trivial character 1 : H → K× is a locally analytic representation of H in
the sense of [35], section 3. According to [35], Proposition 3.2, it extends to a
continuous K-linear homomorphism

(14) 1 : D(H) −→ K

giving the one dimensional space K the structure of a separately continuous
D(H)-module which we continue to denote by 1.

Definition 2.5. If V and W are objects of MH we define ExtqH(V,W ) to be
the q-th cohomology group of the complex LH(B•(H,V ),W ). In particular, we
call Hq

an(H,V ) := ExtqH(1, V ) the q-th locally analytic cohomology group of H
with coefficients in V .
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The inversion map on the group H defines a topological anti-automorphism of
the K-algebra D(H) allowing us to identify the categories of separately contin-
uous left and right D(H)-modules. That is why we refrain from introducing left
and right versions of the category MH and sometimes speak of left and right
objects, instead.

If V and W are objects of MH , V a right module, we define V ⊗̃D(H),ιW to be

the quotient of V ⊗̂K,ιW by the image of the natural map

V ⊗̂K,ιD(H)⊗̂K,ιW −→ V ⊗̂K,ιW,

sending an element v ⊗ δ ⊗ w to vδ ⊗ w − v ⊗ δw, where v ∈ V , w ∈ W
and δ ∈ D(H). Endowed with the corresponding quotient topology the space
V ⊗̃D(H),ιW is generally neither Hausdorff nor complete. If one of the modules
V or W is s-free, however, one has the following analog of Lemma 2.2.

Lemma 2.6. For any Hausdorff complete locally convex K-vector space V and
any object W of MH there is a natural K-linear topological isomorphism

(V ⊗̂K,ιD(H))⊗̃D(H),ιW ≃ V ⊗̂K,ιW.

If the object P of MH is s-projective then the functor P ⊗̃D(H),ι( · ) takes s-
exact sequences in MH to exact sequences of K-vector spaces. If P is s-free this
functor takes s-exact sequences in MH to s-exact sequences in LCSK .

Proof: The first part of the proposition is contained in [40], Proposition 1.5
and Proposition 1.6. The second part relies on the observation that the func-
tor ( · )⊗̂K,ιV preserves the s-exactness of sequences of locally convex K-vector
spaces. □
Definition 2.7. If V and W are objects of MH we define TorHq (V,W ) to be

the q-th homology group of the complex V ⊗̃D(H),ιB•(H,W ). In particular, we
call Han

q (H,V ) := TorHq (V,1) the q-th locally analytic homology group of H
with coefficients in V .

It is now a routine matter to prove the following two propositions (cf. [40],
Proposition 2.1. and Proposition 2.2).

Proposition 2.8. For all q ≥ 0 the assignment ExtqH( · , · ) is a bifunctor from
MH ×MH to the category of K-vector spaces which is contravariant in the first
and covariant in the second variable. We have Ext0H( · , · ) = LH( · , · ). If V is
s-projective and if W is any object of MH then ExtqH(V,W ) = 0 for all q > 0.
If V is an object of MH and if

(15) 0 −→W1 −→W2 −→W3 −→ 0

is an s-exact sequence in MH then there are natural K-linear maps

δq : ExtqH(W1, V ) −→ Extq+1
H (W3, V ) and

δq : ExtqH(V,W3) −→ Extq+1
H (V,W1)

for all q ≥ 0 such that the sequences

. . .
δq−1−→ ExtqH(W3, V ) −→ ExtqH(W2, V ) −→ ExtqH(W1, V )

δq−→ . . .(16)

. . .
δq−1−→ ExtqH(V,W1) −→ ExtqH(V,W2) −→ ExtqH(V,W3)

δq−→ . . .(17)

are exact.
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Proposition 2.9. For all q ≥ 0 the assignment TorHq ( · , · ) is a bifunctor from
MH ×MH to the category of K-vector spaces which is covariant in both vari-
ables. We have TorH0 ( · , · ) = ( · )⊗̃D(H),ι( · ). If V is s-projective and if W is
any object of MH then TorHq (V,W ) = 0 for all q > 0. If W is an object of MH

and if

(18) 0 −→ V1 −→ V2 −→ V3 −→ 0

is an s-exact sequence in MH then there are natural K-linear maps

δq : TorHq+1(V3,W ) −→ TorHq (V1,W )

for all q ≥ 0 such that the sequence

(19) . . .
δq−→ TorHq (V1,W ) −→ TorHq (V2,W ) −→ TorHq (V3,W )

δq−1−→ . . .

is exact.

Remark 2.10. If V and W are objects of MH then the K-vector spaces
LH(Bq(H,V ),W ) are locally convex with respect to the topology inherited
from Lb(Bq(H,V ),W ). Therefore, the groups ExtqH(V,W ) may be viewed as
locally convex K-vector spaces, as well. If X• → V is another s-projective
s-resolution of V in MH then the identity map on V induces continuous K-

linear maps of complexes X•
// B•(H,V )oo inducing continuous K-linear

bijections between the cohomology groups of the complexes LH(X•,W ) and
LH(B•(H,V ),W ), respectively. This shows that not only can the K-vector
spaces ExtqH(V,W ) be computed using any s-projective s-resolution of V in MH

but that in addition they carry canonical topologies (cf. also [5], IX.3.3). For
the groups TorHq (V,W ) one argues similarly. We stress that the locally convex

topologies on ExtqH(V,W ) and TorHq (V,W ) thus obtained are generally neither
Hausdorff nor complete.

It is straightforward to see that the K-linear maps in (16), (17) and (19) be-
tween extension (resp. torsion) groups of the same degree are continuous for the
topology defined in Remark 2.10. For the connecting homomorphisms we have
the following results.

Proposition 2.11. (i) If (15) is an s-exact sequence of locally convex direct
sums of strict (LF)-spaces then the connecting homomorphisms δq in (16)
are continuous for any q ≥ 0 and any hypomodule V in MH .

(ii) If V is the locally convex direct sum of strict (LF)-spaces and if the se-
quence (15) consists of hypomodules then the connecting homomorphisms
δq in (17) are continuous for any q ≥ 0.

(iii) The connecting homomorphisms δq in (19) are continuous for any two
objects V and W of MH .

Proof: We start with (iii), the connecting homomorphisms being constructed
in the usual way via the snake lemma. Given the s-exact sequence (18) we
know from Lemma 2.6 that setting B• := B•(H,W ) the induced sequence of
complexes

(20) 0 −→ V1⊗̃D(H),ιB• −→ V2⊗̃D(H),ιB• −→ V3⊗̃D(H),ιB• −→ 0
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is s-exact. For any q ≥ 0 we choose continuous K-linear sections

sq : V3⊗̃D(H),ιBq → V2⊗̃D(H),ιBq and tq : V2⊗̃D(H),ιBq → V1⊗̃D(H),ιBq

of the maps in (20). Given a class [c] ∈ TorHq+1(V3,W ) we have δq([c]) =
[tq ◦ (idV2 ⊗ dq+1) ◦ sq+1(c)]. The continuity of δq is thus plain from the conti-
nuity of the maps tq, sq+1 and dq+1.

Given Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.3, the proofs of (i) and (ii) are analogous.
One needs to know s-exact sequences in MH to be transformed into s-exact
sequences in LCSK . □

Let I(H) be the kernel of the K-algebra homomorphism 1 : D(H) → K of (14).
Similarly, let I be the augmentation ideal of the group ring K[H] of H over K.
Since K[H] is a dense subalgebra of D(H) (cf. [35], Lemma 3.1) one obtains
that I is dense in I(H).

By Proposition 2.8 we have H0
an(H,V ) = LH(1, V ) which, via evaluation at

1 ∈ K and since I is dense in I(H), is precisely the space of H-invariants:

(21) H0
an(H,V ) = V H .

In particular, H0
an(H,V ) is always Hausdorff and complete. By Proposition 2.9

we have

(22) Han
0 (H,V ) = 1⊗̃D(H),ιV ≃ V/im(I(H)⊗̂K,ιV → V ).

If we let V (H) be the K-vector subspace of V spanned by all elements of the
form h · v − v where h ∈ H and v ∈ V then V (H) = IV . By our above remark
and the separate continuity of the D(H)-action on V there are inclusions

V (H) ⊆ I(H)V ⊆ im(I(H)⊗̂K,ιV → V ) ⊆ V (H)

where V (H) denotes the topological closure of V (H) in V . In particular,
Han

0 (H,V ) is Hausdorff if and only if im(I(H)⊗̂K,ιV → V ) = V (H).

As pointed out in [40], page 153, there is a lack of symmetry concerning s-
projective and s-injective objects in MH . If our homological algebra is to be
built upon relatively injective objects then one has to restrict to hypomodules.

Definition 2.12. A hypomodule I in MH is called s-injective if the functor
LH( · , I) transforms all short s-exact sequences (12) consisting of hypomodules
into exact sequences of abstract K-vector spaces.

Lemma 2.13. Let V and W be complete Hausdorff locally convex K-vector
spaces such that V is barrelled and bornological. If V is a (right) object of MH

then (δf)(v) := f(vδ) makes Lb(V,W ) a (left) hypomodule over D(H). If W is
a (left) hypomodule then (δf)(v) := δ f(v) makes Lb(V,W ) a (left) hypomodule
over D(H).

A proof can be found in [40], Proposition 3.1, noting that by our general as-
sumption the space Lb(V,W ) is Hausdorff and complete (cf. [32], Proposition
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7.16).

Since D(H) is both barrelled and bornological it follows from Lemma 2.13
that for any complete Hausdorff locally convex K-vector space V the space
Lb(D(H), V ) is a hypomodule over D(H). We then have the following analog
of Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.6.

Lemma 2.14. IfW is a complete Hausdorff locally convex K-vector space and if
V is a hypomodule in MH then there is a natural continuous K-linear bijection

LH(V,Lb(D(H),W )) −→ Lb(V,W )

given by composition with the map (f 7→ f(1)) : Lb(D(H),W ) → W . If V is
bornological and barrelled then this is a topological isomorphism.

Proof: For the bijectivity of the map we refer to [40], Proposition 3.2, the
continuity being clear. An inverse β is constructed as follows. Given f ∈
Lb(V,W ) define the D(H)-module homomorphism β(f) : V → Lb(D(H),W )
by β(f)(v)(δ) := f(δv). We show that β is continuous if V is barrelled and
bornological. As in Lemma 2.13 the space Lb(V,W ) is a (right) hypomodule via
(fδ)(v) = f(δv). Thus, if B ⊆ D(H) is bounded, if L ⊆W is an open lattice and
if A ⊆ V is bounded, there is an open lattice of the form N(C,M) in Lb(V,W )
such that N(C,M) ·B ⊆ N(A,L). But then β(N(C,M)) ⊆ N(A,N(B,L)). □

Proposition 2.15. A hypomodule I in MH is s-injective if and only if it is
a direct summand (in MH) of an object of the form Lb(D(H),W ) for some
complete Hausdorff locally convex K-vector space W . If I = Lb(D(H),W ) with
W Hausdorff and complete then the functor LH( · , I) takes s-exact sequences of
bornological and barrelled objects of MH to s-exact sequences in LCSK .

Proof: The first part of the proposition is proved in [40], Proposition 3.3. The
second assertion follows from the second part of Lemma 2.14. □

If W is a hypomodule in MH then by an s-injective s-resolution of W we mean
an s-exact sequence

0 −→W −→ Y 0 d0

−→ Y 1 d1

−→ . . .

in MH in which all objects Y i are s-injective hypomodules.

Given the unnormalized bar resolution of D(H), consider the induced complex
LH(B•(H,D(H)),W ). By Lemma 2.2 this complex may topologically be iden-
tified with the complex

0 −→ Lb(D(H),W )
d0

−→ Lb(D(H)⊗̂K,ιD(H),W )
d1

−→ . . .(23)

. . .
dq−1

−→ Lb((⊗̂
q

K,ιD(H))⊗̂K,ιD(H),W )
dq

−→ . . .

where

dq(f)(δ0 ⊗ . . .⊗ δq ⊗ δ) = δ0f(δ1 ⊗ . . .⊗ δ) + (−1)q+1f(δ0 ⊗ . . .⊗ δq−1 ⊗ δqδ)

+

q∑
i=1

(−1)if(δ0 ⊗ . . .⊗ δi−1δi ⊗ . . .⊗ δ)
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(cf. [40], page 151). In particular, ker(d0) ≃ W via evaluation at 1 ∈ D(H) so
that we obtain the augmented complex (F q(H,W ), dq)q≥−1 defined by

F−1(H,W ) :=W, F q(H,W ) := Lb(⊗̂
q+1

K,ιD(H),W ) for q ≥ 0

together with the inclusion d−1 : W → Lb(D(H),W ) and the maps dq from
(23). Further, by Proposition 1.4 there are K-linear topological isomorphisms

(24) F q(H,W ) ≃ Lb(D(H),Lb(⊗̂
q

K,ιD(H),W ))

for any q ≥ 0. By Proposition 2.15 the spaces F q(H,W ), q ≥ 0, may be viewed
as s-injective hypomodules in MH .

Proposition 2.16. If W is a hypomodule in MH then the augmented complex
(F q(H,W ), dq)q≥−1 provides an s-injective s-resolution of W in MH .

Proof: It is straightforward to check that for q ≥ 0 the maps dq are con-
tinuous and D(H)-linear. It remains to prove that the augmentation W →
Lb(D(H),W ) is continuous and D(H)-linear and that the complex is s-exact.
As for the first assertion, the augmentation is given by d−1(w)(δ) = δw, hence is
D(H)-linear, and its continuity follows from the hypocontinuity of the structure
map D(H)×W →W . A continuous section is given by evaluation at 1 ∈ D(H).

As for the second assertion, note that B•(H,D(H)) is an s-exact sequence in
MH (cf. Proposition 2.4). Since all occurring objects are s-projective by Propo-
sition 2.3, it admits a continuous D(H)-linear contracting homotopy, inducing
a continuous K-linear contracting homotopy of the complex F •(H,W ). □

Remark 2.17. By [37], Proposition A.3, there are K-linear topological iso-
morphisms ⊗̂q

K,ιD(H) ≃ D(Hq) for any q ≥ 1. If the underlying locally convex
K-vector space of a hypomodule W in MH is of compact type (cf. [35], section
1) then there are K-linear topological isomorphisms

(25) F q(H,W ) = Lb(⊗̂
q+1

K,ιD(H),W ) ≃ Can(Hq+1,W )

(cf. [32], Corollary 18.8, [15], Proposition 2.1.28, [16], Korollar 2.2.4 and [17],
I.1.3 Proposition 6). In this case the s-injective s-resolution ofW constructed in
Proposition 2.16 may be interpreted as a resolution by locally analytic cochains
analogous to [5], Chapter IX, §1.4, or [13], section 1.

Proposition 2.18. If the object V of MH is barrelled and if W is an s-injective
hypomodule in MH then ExtqH(V,W ) = 0 for all q > 0. If W is a hypomodule
then for any object V of MH there are K-linear bijections

(26) ExtqH(V,W ) −→ HqLH(V, F •(H,W ))

for any q ≥ 0. If V is bornological and barrelled then these are continuous.
If V is the locally convex direct sum of strict (LF)-spaces then they are even
topological isomorphisms.

Proof: The first assertion is proved in [40], Proposition 3.4. One needs V to be
barrelled in order for the s-projective s-resolution B•(H,V ) of V to consist of
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hypomodules. In fact, by Lemma 1.1, these spaces are even barrelled.

The second assertion follows from the construction as well as Lemma 2.2, Propo-
sition 1.4 and Lemma 2.14. Namely, for all q ≥ 0 there are K-linear bijections

LH(Bq(H,V ),W ) −→ LH((⊗̂q+1
K,ιD(H))⊗̂K,ιV,W )(27)

−→ LH(V,Lb(⊗̂
q+1

K,ιD(H),W ))

−→ LH(V,Lb(D(H),Lb(⊗̂
q

K,ιD(H),W )))

= LH(V, F q(H,W )).

Due to the naturality of these isomorphisms they induce K-linear isomorphisms
of complexes LH(B•(H,V ),W ) → LH(V, F •(H,W )), whence (26).

By Lemma 2.2 the first map in (27) is always continuous. If V is barrelled then
so is the second (cf. Proposition 1.4). If V is barrelled and bornological then the
third map is a topological isomorphism by Lemma 2.14. The last case follows
directly from the contents of Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 1.4. □

Remark 2.19. We see that for hypomodules the groups of extensions as in
Definition 2.5 can also be computed using s-injective s-resolutions. In many
important cases, though not in all, the locally convex topology one obtains
coincides with the one in Remark 2.10. If necessary we will explicitly say whether
the groups ExtqH(V,W ) are topologized by using s-projective s-resolutions of V
or (if W is a hypomodule) s-injective s-resolutions of W .

3 Pontrjagin duality

We let MsnF
H and Mpct

H be the full subcategories of MH consisting of all objects
whose underlying locally convex K-vector space is the countable locally convex
direct sum of nuclear Fréchet spaces and the countable direct product of spaces
of compact type, respectively. For the notion of nuclearity see [32], §19, for
that of spaces of compact type see [32], §16, or [35], section 1. We endow
MsnF

H and Mpct
H with the induced structure of an exact category and prove the

following slight generalization of a fundamental result in the theory of locally
analytic representations obtained by P. Schneider and J. Teitelbaum (cf. [35],
Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.3). Our proof uses their arguments.

Theorem 3.1. All objects of MsnF
H and Mpct

H are barrelled (hence hypomod-
ules), bornological and reflexive. Passing from V to V ′

b induces an s-exact anti-
equivalence of categories MsnF

H → Mpct
H . More precisely, for any two objects V

and W of MsnF
H , passing to the transpose defines a K-linear topological isomor-

phism

(28) LH(V,W ) ≃ LH(W ′
b, V

′
b ),

and the composition ( · )′b ◦ ( · )′b of the duality functor with itself is naturally
equivalent to the identity functor.

Proof: Nuclear Fréchet spaces and spaces of compact type are barrelled, borno-
logical and reflexive (cf. [32], Corollary 19.3, Proposition 6.14, page 35, Example
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2, Proposition 16.10 and Proposition 15.5). Hence so are arbitrary locally con-
vex direct sums and countable direct products of such (cf. [32], page 35, Example
4, page 33, Example 3, Proposition 9.10, Proposition 9.11 and Proposition 14.3,
as well as our Proposition 1.6).

Let LCSsnFK and LCSpctK be the full subcategories of LCSK whose objects are
countable locally convex direct sums of nuclear Fréchet spaces and countable
direct products of spaces of compact type, respectively. By [35], Corollary
1.4 and [32], Proposition 9.10 and Proposition 9.11, the functor (V 7→ V ′

b ) :
LCSsnFK → LCSpctK is essentially surjective. Since all spaces in question are
barrelled we know from Proposition 1.5 that passing to the transpose yields a
continuous map

(29) Lb(V,W ) −→ Lb(W
′
b, V

′
b )

for any two objects V andW of LCSsnFK . The same argument works for any two
objects of LCSpctK whence by reflexivity the map (29) is a K-linear topological
isomorphism and the duality functor is an anti-equivalence of categories. By
reflexivity, ( · )′b ◦ ( · )′b is equivalent to the identity functor.

It remains to show that an object V of LCSsnFK is a separately continuous D(H)-
module if and only if so is V ′

b . But since all spaces are barrelled, the argument
is the same as the one given in the proof of [35], Corollary 3.3. □

Theorem 3.2. The exact category MsnF
H (resp. Mpct

H ) has enough s-projective
(resp. s-injective) objects. If one topologizes the extension groups between objects
of MsnF

H (resp. Mpct
H ) by using s-projective (resp. s-injective) s-resolutions (cf.

Remark 2.10 and Remark 2.19) then there are K-linear topological isomorphisms

(30) ExtqH(V,W ) ≃ ExtqH(W ′
b, V

′
b )

for any q ≥ 0 and any two objects V and W of MsnF
H .

Lemma 3.3. If an object V of MH is the locally convex direct sum of strict
(LF)-spaces then V ′

b is an object of MH and there are isomorphisms

(31) Bq(H,V )′b ≃ F q(H,V ′
b )

in MH for any q ≥ 0.

Proof: Together with any Fréchet space, V is barrelled and bornological. It
follows from (6) and Proposition 1.2 that the spaces Bq(H,V ) are again locally
convex direct sums of strict (LF)-spaces, hence are complete Hausdorff bar-
relled and bornological. By Lemma 2.13 all spaces Bq(H,V )′b are hypomodules
in MH , and (31) is a special case of Proposition 1.4. □

Proof of Theorem 3.2: Since we assume H to be countable at infinity, D(H)
is an object of LCSsnFK by (6). By Proposition 1.2, as well as [32], Proposition
17.6, Proposition 20.7 and Corollary 20.14, the spaces Bq(H,V ) are objects of
MsnF

H for all q ≥ 0 so that the unnormalized bar resolution of V (cf. Proposition
2.4) consists of objects of MsnF

H . By Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.1 the standard
s-injective s-resolution of V ′

b (cf. Proposition 2.16) consists of objects of Mpct
H .
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Further, by (28) and Lemma 3.3 there are K-linear topological isomorphisms of
complexes

(32) LH(B•(H,V ),W ) ≃ LH(W ′
b, F

•(H,V ′
b ))

whence the theorem. □

Remark 3.4. The result [35], Corollary 3.3, of P. Schneider and J. Teitel-
baum that we referred to earlier states that the category of locally analytic
representations of H on locally convex K-vector spaces of compact type is anti-
equivalent to the category of separately continuous D(H)-modules on nuclear
Fréchet spaces via the duality functor. We extended the former category to
countable direct products of spaces of compact type so as to have enough s-
injective objects. This is not necessary if H is compact. In fact, it follows from
(25) and [16], Satz 2.3.2, that in this case the standard s-injective s-resolution
F •(H,V ) of a locally analytic H-representation on a space V of compact type
consists of spaces of compact type itself. Thus, if H is compact the category of
locally analytic H-representations on locally convex K-vector spaces of compact
type has enough s-injectives.

4 Finite resolutions

Recall that if V is an abstract D(H)-module then the (uncompleted) unnor-
malized bar resolution of V provides a resolution of V by free D(H)-modules.
If V is an object of MH then the unnormalized bar resolution of Proposition
2.4 is obtained by passing to the completion. Due to the universal property of
completions we obtain for any pair (V,W ) of objects of MH a map of complexes

LH(B•(H,V ),W ) = LH(⊗•+1
K,ι D(H)⊗K,ι V,W )

−→ HomD(H)(⊗•+1
K D(H)⊗K V,W )

giving rise to K-linear maps

(33) κq : ExtqH(V,W ) −→ ExtqD(H)(V,W )

in cohomology. On the right, V and W are viewed as abstract D(H)-modules
via the forgetful functor.

Similarly, the natural maps

V ⊗D(H) ((⊗q+1
K D(H))⊗K W ) −→ V ⊗̃D(H),ιBq(H,W )

give rise to K-linear maps

(34) κq : TorD(H)
q (V,W ) −→ TorHq (V,W ).

Proposition 4.1. For any two objects V and W of MH the maps κ0 and κ1

are injective.

Proof: For κ0 this is simply the inclusion LH(V,W ) ⊆ HomD(H)(V,W ). As for

κ1 the relevant part of the complex computing Ext1D(H)(V,W ) may be written
as

HomD(H)(V,W )
d0−→ HomD(H)(D(H)⊗K V,W )
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with d0(f)(δ⊗v) = δf(v). We need to show that if d0(f) ∈ LH(D(H)⊗K,ιV,W )
then already f is continuous. This is clear by restricting d0(f) to all vectors of
the form 1⊗ v, v ∈ V , and by noting that the map V → D(H)⊗K,ι V given by
v 7→ 1⊗ v is a homeomorphism onto its image (cf. [32], Corollary 17.5). □

One of the major achievements in the theory of locally analytic representations
was the definition of a large class of modules for which κ0 is an isomorphism.
This was discovered by P. Schneider and J. Teitelbaum in [36] who defined the
category of so-called coadmissible D(H)-modules, assuming K to be discretely
valued. These modules have the property that any abstract D(H)-linear homo-
morphism is automatically continuous and strict (cf. [36], section 6).

For example, if H = Zp then, by a theorem of Y. Amice, the K-algebra D(Zp)
is isomorphic to the ring O(X) of global sections of the one dimensional rigid
analytic open unit disc X over K. In this case, the category of coadmissible
D(Zp)-modules is equivalent to the category of coherent module sheaves on
X via the global section functor. It is known that any coadmissible projective
O(X)-module, i.e. the module of global sections of a vector bundle of finite rank
on X, is finitely generated (cf. [19], Chapitre V, Théorème 1). On the other
hand, it is a significant feature of the non-noetherian ring O(X) that not every
coadmissible O(X)-module is finitely generated. Thus, the abelian category of
coadmissible D(H)-modules of a locally L-analytic group H does generally not
have enough projective objects.

We give an example of a pair of coadmissible D(H)-modules for which κ1 is not
surjective. As usual, Ext1H(V,W ) can be interpreted as the set of equivalence
classes of s-exact sequences

(35) 0 −→W −→ E −→ V −→ 0

with objects E of MH . It suffices to construct an exact sequence (35) which
does not have a continuous K-linear section. To this end let h be the Lie
algebra of H and let I(h) := D(H) · h be the left ideal of D(H) generated by
h. According to [37], Remark 1.1, I(h) is a closed two sided ideal. By [33],
section 2, the quotient D∞(H) = D(H)/I(h) can be identified topologically
with the separately continuousK-algebra of locally constant distributions on H,
i.e. D∞(H) ≃ C∞(H)′b. Here the space of locally constant K-valued functions
C∞(H) on H carries the topology inherited from Can(H). Note that if H is
compact and if K is discretely valued then all of the modules D(H), I(h) and
D∞(H) are coadmissible (cf. [36], Lemma 3.6).

Proposition 4.2. Let H be an arbitrary locally L-analytic group. The exact
sequence

(36) 0 −→ I(h) −→ D(H) −→ D∞(H) −→ 0

of strict continuous K-linear maps is not s-exact unless H is discrete.

Proof: If H is discrete then h = 0 and the assertion is clear. Conversely, assume
the sequence (36) to admit a continuous K-linear section. Since

(37) D(H,K)⊗̂K,ιΩ ≃ D(H,Ω)
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for any complete valued field extension Ω of K we may assume K to contain the
completion of an algebraic closure Cp ofQp. LetH0 be a compact open subgroup
of H and consider the topological isomorphism Can(H) ≃

∏
h∈H/H0

Can(h·H0),

inducing the topological isomorphism C∞(H) ≃
∏

h∈H/H0
C∞(h ·H0). For any

element h ∈ H the subspace C∞(h·H0) = Can(h·H0)
h is closed, hence is of com-

pact type and reflexive (cf. [35], Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.2). Therefore,
both Can(H) and C∞(H) are reflexive. SinceD∞(H) is assumed to be a comple-
mented subspace of D(H), this implies that C∞(H) is a complemented subspace
of Can(H). In other words, there is a strict surjection φ : Can(H) → C∞(H).

We claim that if H is not discrete then Can(H) contains a total bounded oK-
submodule B, i.e. a bounded oK-submodule generating a dense subspace of
Can(H). Indeed, by (5) we may assume H to be compact. Since the topology
on Can(H) does not depend on the group H but just on the underlying locally
L-analytic manifold we may assume H = odL. By [37], Lemma A.1 and Propo-
sition A.2, as well as [32], Lemma 19.10, we may further assume d = 1. By
the generalized Mahler expansion of locally analytic functions on oL (cf. [34],
Proposition 4.5) the space Can(oL) is the inductive limit of a sequence of Ba-
nach spaces whose transition maps have dense image. Therefore, the unit ball
in any of these Banach spaces is as required.

Assuming the existence of φ, it follows that also C∞(H) and any of its quotients
C∞(H0) with a compact open subgroup H0 of H contains a bounded total oK-
submodule B. However, the space C∞(H0) = lim−→H′

0⊴H0
K[H0/H

′
0] is the strict

inductive limit of finite dimensionalK-vector spaces with their natural topology.
Since these are necessarily closed in each other the set B has to be contained
in one of them (cf. [32], Proposition 5.6). But then B cannot be total unless
C∞(H0) is finite dimensional and hence H is discrete. □

We remark that the arguments in the last part of the proof were already used
by A. Grothendieck in order to construct non-split exact sequences of locally
convex vector spaces (cf. [17], II.4.1 Lemme 10).

Corollary 4.3. If the space Can(Zp) of locally analytic K-valued functions on
the locally Qp-analytic manifold Zp is endowed with its natural topology of a
compact inductive limit (cf. [32], §16, page 97) then the surjective continuous
K-linear endomorphism (f 7→ df/dx) of Can(Zp) does not have a continuous
K-linear right inverse. In other words, there are no continuous K-linear an-
tiderivatives on Can(Zp).

Proof: The kernel of d/dx is C∞(Zp). □

The case whereH is a compact locallyQp-analytic group and V = 1 is the trivial
D(H)-module is one particularly important situation in which the comparison
homomorphisms κq and κq can be shown to be bijective for all q ≥ 0. This
is due to the following result which, in a different setting, was first proved by
M. Lazard and which relies on a lemma by J-P. Serre (cf. [25], Chapitre V,
Théorème 3.2.7). We follow M. Lazard’s strategy in [25], Chapitre V, (2.1) and
(2.2). The technical difficulty of having to deal with all norm filtrations on
D(H) simultaneously is overcome by directly proving a certain Koszul complex
of D(Zd

p) to be s-exact.
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Theorem 4.4 (Lazard-Serre). If H is a compact locally Qp-analytic group then
the trivial module 1 admits an s-projective s-resolution in MH consisting of
finitely generated free D(H)-modules.

Proof: Since the module 1 is defined over any complete subfield of K we may, in
view of (37), assume K to be discretely valued. Let us first assume H to be iso-
morphic, as a locally Qp-analytic group, to the additive group Zd

p. By a several

variable version of Y. Amice’s Fourier transform, the algebra D(Zd
p) is topo-

logically isomorphic to the ring of holomorphic functions on the d-dimensional
rigid K-analytic open unit disc X (cf. [30], Lecture 2), i.e. there is a topological
isomorphism F : D(Zd

p) → O(X) where

O(X) = {
∑
α∈Nd

dαt
α | dα ∈ K, ∀ r < 1 : lim

|α|→∞
|dα|r|α| = 0}.

Here we used the notation t = (t1, . . . , td) for a family of d pairwise commuting
free variables, tα := tα1

1 · · · tαd

d and |α| := α1 + . . . + αd. The Fréchet topology
on O(X) can be defined explicitly through the family of norms

||
∑
α

dαt
α||r := sup

α
|dα|r|α|

with 0 < r < 1. We also note that if εi ∈ Zd
p denotes the i-th unit vector and

if δεi denotes the Dirac distribution in εi then the element δεi − 1 of D(Zd
p) is

mapped to ti under F . It follows that the augmentation ideal I(Zd
p) of D(Zd

p)
corresponds to the ideal (t1, . . . , td).

Consider the augmented Koszul complex (Yq, dq)q≥0 given by Yq := O(X) ⊗K∧q
Kd and

dq(f ⊗ αi1 ∧ . . . ∧ αiq ) :=

q∑
j=1

(−1)j+1tijf ⊗ αi1 ∧ . . . ∧ α̂ij ∧ . . . ∧ αiq

for q ≥ 1 and where the augmentation is the natural projection d0 : O(X) →
O(X)/(t1, . . . , td) = K.

If (ei)1≤i≤d denotes the standard basis of Kd and if I denotes a general family
of indices I = (i1, . . . , iq) where 1 ≤ i1 < . . . < iq ≤ d then Yq is topologized
through the family of norms (again denoted by || · ||r) defined by

||
∑
I

δI ⊗ ei1 ∧ . . . ∧ eiq ||r := rq · sup
I

||δI ||r.

With these conventions, the sequence (Yq, dq)q≥0 is an s-exact s-resolution of
1 admitting a contracting homotopy (sq)q≥−1 which is norm decreasing with
respect to all norms || · ||r. Indeed, for d = 1 it is just the exact sequence

(38) 0 −→ O(X)⊗K K · e1 −→ O(X) −→ K −→ 0,

sending f ⊗ e1 to f · t1 and g ∈ O(X) to g(0). Here we may let s−1 be the

inclusion of K into O(X) and define s0 through s0(g) :=
g−g(0)

t1
⊗e1. In general,
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the augmented Koszul complex is the complete tensor product of complexes of
the form (38) so that our claim follows from general principles (cf. [25], Chapitre
V, (1.3.2)). Note that the boundary maps dq are norm decreasing with respect
to all norms || · ||r, as well.

Now assume H to be a uniform pro-p group in the sense of [14], Definition
4.1. The fundamental properties of D(H) were worked out by P. Schneider
and J. Teitelbaum leading to the notion of a Fréchet-Stein algebra (cf. [36],
sections 3 and 4). We briefly recall some of their constructions. It is known
(cf. [14], Theorem 4.9 and Theorem 8.18 with its proof) that if h1, . . . , hd are
topological generators of H with d = dim(H) then the map Zd

p → H given by
(α1, . . . , αd) 7→ hα1

1 · · ·hαd

d is a homeomorphism and a global chart for H as a
locally Qp-analytic manifold. It follows from the Mahler expansion of locally
analytic functions on Zd

p that by setting bi := hi−1 ∈ D(H) and bα := bα1
1 · · · bαd

d

for α ∈ Nd the map

f : D(Zd
p) ≃ O(X) −→ D(H)(39) ∑
α∈Nd

dαt
α 7−→

∑
α∈Nd

dαb
α

is a well-defined topological isomorphism of Fréchet spaces. By transport of
structure the Fréchet topology of D(H) can be defined by the family of norms

||
∑
α

dαb
α||r := sup

α
|dα|r|α|

with 0 < r < 1. It is crucial to the theory that although f is generally not
multiplicative we still have

(40) ||f(δ1δ2)− f(δ1)f(δ2)||r < ||δ1δ2||r

for all δ1, δ2 ∈ D(Zd
p) and all 1/p < r < 1. This follows from [36], Lemma 4.4

and the remark on page 163. It can be expressed by saying that if the two sides
of (39) are endowed with the filtrations induced by || · ||r then the map induced
by f on the associated graded objects is an isomorphism of rings.

For q ≥ 0 let Xq := D(H) ⊗K

∧q
Kd and fq := f ⊗ id : Yq → Xq. Starting

from the augmented complex (Yq, dq)q≥0, the continuous K-linear contracting
homotopy (sq)q≥−1 and the K-linear topological isomorphisms fq, we are going

to construct continuous D(H)-linear maps d̃q : Xq → Xq−1, q ≥ 0, making X•
a complex, and a continuous K-linear contracting homotopy (s̃q)q≥−1, thus an

s-resolution of 1 as desired. More precisely, the operators d̃q and s̃q will be
constructed inductively such that they are norm decreasing and such that the
operators d̃q − fq−1dqf

−1
q and s̃q − fq+1sqf

−1
q are even strictly norm decreasing

with respect to all norms || · ||r.

We let d̃0 = 1 : X0 ≃ D(H) → K be the augmentation and define s̃−1 to be the
map α 7→ α · 1 ∈ D(H). If as above (e1, . . . , ed) denotes the standard basis of
Kd we set d̃1(ei) := bi and define d̃1 : X1 → X0 by D(H)-linear continuation.
Evidently, d̃0 and d̃1 are norm decreasing with respect to || · ||r and

(41) d̃0 ◦ s̃−1 = idK and d̃0 ◦ d̃1 = 0.
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Set s̃
(0)
0 := f1 ◦ s0 ◦ f−1

0 and s̃
(n)
0 := s̃

(n−1)
0 + s̃

(0)
0 (idX0 − s̃−1d̃0 − d̃1s̃

(0)
0 )n for

n ≥ 1. Using (41) we have d̃0(idX0 − s̃−1d̃0 − d̃1s̃
(0)
0 ) = 0 and one inductively

obtains

(42) idX0 − s̃−1d̃0 − d̃1s̃
(n)
0 = (idX0 − s̃−1d̃0 − d̃1s̃

(0)
0 )n+1

(cf. [25], Chapitre V, Lemme 1.3.5). We claim the sequence (s̃
(n)
0 )n≥0 to have a

limit in Lb(X0, X1). By the Banach-Steinhaus theorem (cf. [8], III.4.2 Corollary

2) we need only show (idX0 − s̃−1d̃0 − d̃1s̃
(0)
0 )n+1 to tend to zero pointwise.

Checking directly that d̃0 ◦ f0 = d0 and f−1
0 ◦ s̃−1 = s−1 we obtain that

idX0 − s̃−1d̃0 − d̃1s̃
(0)
0 = (f0d1f

−1
1 − d̃1)s̃

(0)
0 .

If δ · ei ∈ X0 and if 1/p < r < 1 then by (40)

||(f0d1f−1
1 − d̃1)(δ · ei)||r = ||δ · bi − f(f−1(δ)ti)||r

< ||f−1(δ)ti||r = ||δ · ei||r.

Since K is assumed to be discretely valued there is a constant c < 1 such that
the operator norm of f0d1f

−1
1 − d̃1 with respect to || · ||r is bounded above by c.

Since s̃
(0)
0 is norm decreasing with respect to all norms || · ||r the claim follows

and the sequence (s̃
(n)
0 )n≥0 has a limit s̃0 in Lb(X0, X1). We infer from (42)

that idX0 − s̃−1d̃0− d̃1s̃0 = 0. Further, the operators s̃0− s(0)0 and d̃1− f0d1f−1
1

are both strictly norm decreasing with respect to || · ||r.

The construction proceeds now by induction, setting

d̃q+1(ei1 ∧ . . . ∧ eiq+1) := (idXq − s̃q−1d̃q)fqdq+1f
−1
q+1(ei1 ∧ . . . ∧ eiq+1)

for q ≥ 1, and by defining d̃q+1 through D(H)-linear continuation. Since d̃q and

s̃q−1 are norm decreasing by hypothesis, one deduces that so is d̃q+1. Using in

addition that d̃q − fq−1dqf
−1
q is even strictly norm decreasing, the above argu-

ment involving (40) shows that so is d̃q+1 − fqdq+1f
−1
q+1.

Set s̃
(0)
q := fq+1 ◦ sq ◦ f−1

q and s̃
(n)
q := s̃

(n−1)
q + s̃

(0)
q (idXq − d̃q+1s̃

(0)
q − s̃q−1d̃q)

n

for n ≥ 1. The induction hypotheses and the same arguments as before show

that d̃qd̃q+1 = 0 and that the sequence (s̃
(n)
q )n≥0 has a limit s̃q in Lb(Xq, Xq+1)

which is norm decreasing with respect to || · ||r, satisfies d̃q+1s̃q+ s̃q−1d̃q = idXq ,
and which has the property that s̃q−fq+1sqf

−1
q is strictly norm decreasing with

respect to || · ||r. This completes the proof for a uniform pro-p group.

The case of an arbitrary compact locally Qp-analytic group follows from a prin-
ciple due to C.T.C. Wall which we will come back to below (cf. Remark 6.4).□

As a corollary to the proof of Theorem 4.4 we obtain:

Corollary 4.5. If H is a uniform pro-p group then the D(H)-module 1 admits
an s-projective s-resolution of finite length d = dim(H) consisting of finitely
generated free D(H)-modules Xq of respective ranks

(
d
q

)
. □
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Corollary 4.6. If H is a compact locally L-analytic group then the augmenta-
tion ideals of D(H) and D∞(H) are generated by finitely many elements of the
form δh − 1, h ∈ H, where δh is the Dirac distribution in h.

Proof: Consider the sequence of surjective homomorphisms of K-algebras

(43) D(RL|QpH) −→ D(H) −→ D∞(H),

where RL|QpH is the locally Qp-analytic group underlying H. The maps in (43)
send augmentation ideals onto augmentation ideals so that it suffices to consider
the case L = Qp. If H0 is an open subgroup of H then the augmentation ideal of
D(H) is generated by that of D(H0) and the finitely many elements h− 1 with
h running through a set of representatives of H/H0. By [14], Theorem 8.32, we
may therefore assume H to be uniform pro-p. In this case the assertion follows
directly from the construction in Theorem 4.4. □
Remark 4.7. It is currently an open question if Theorem 4.4 generalizes to
compact locally analytic groups over finite extensions L of Qp. The main tech-
nical obstacle is that the ring D(oL) is generally not a ring of convergent power
series unless L = Qp, and that we lack a sufficiently explicit resolution of 1,
replacing the Koszul complex. In fact, P. Schneider and J. Teitelbaum showed
that if L ̸= Qp then D(oL) is isomorphic to the ring of global sections of a
form of the rigid L-analytic open unit disc which does not become trivial over
any discretely valued extension of L (cf. [34], Corollary 3.7 and Lemma 3.9).
However, the properties of the ring D(oL) are sufficiently nice to treat solvable
groups (cf. Theorem 6.5). This will be sufficient for our applications in sections
7 and 8.

Most of our results will rely on the following assumption on the group H.

(A)
The trivialD(H)-module 1 admits an s-projective s-resolution consisting
of s-free objects of the form D(H)⊗̂K,ιY where Y is a K-vector space
carrying its finest locally convex topology.

Theorem 4.8. If H satisfies (A) the comparison homomorphisms

κq : Hq
an(H,V ) −→ ExtqD(H)(1, V ) and

κq : TorD(H)
q (V,1) −→ Han

q (H,V )

of (33) and (34) are bijective for any q ≥ 0 and any object V of MH .

Proof: If Y is a locally convex K-vector space carrying its finest locally convex
topology then

D(H)⊗̂K,ιY = D(H)⊗K Y

is both s-free and free over D(H). Further, by Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.6 there
are equivalences of functors

LH(D(H)⊗̂K,ιY, · ) ≃ Lb(Y, · ) ≃ HomK(Y, · )
≃ HomD(H)(D(H)⊗K Y, · )

and

( · )⊗̃D(H),ι(D(H)⊗̂K,ιY ) ≃ ( · )⊗̂K,ιY ≃ ( · )⊗K Y

≃ ( · )⊗D(H) (D(H)⊗K Y ). □
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Theorem 4.9. If H satisfies (A) then there are spectral sequences

ExtpD∞(H)(1,Ext
q
D(H)(D

∞(H), V )) =⇒ Hp+q
an (H,V ) and(44)

TorD
∞(H)

p (TorD(H)
q (V,D∞(H)),1) =⇒ Han

p+q(H,V )(45)

for all objects V of MH .

Proof: By Theorem 4.8 we have Hq
an(H,V ) ≃ ExtqD(H)(1, V ) naturally in V .

Let I• be an injective resolution of V as an abstract D(H)-module. Then there
is an isomorphism of complexes

HomD(H)(1, I
•) ≃ HomD∞(H)(1,HomD(H)(D

∞(H), I•)).

If we can show the D∞(H)-modules HomD(H)(D
∞(H), Iq) to be injective we

can take for (44) the usual Grothendieck spectral sequence.

However, as in Proposition 2.16, one can take for V an injective resolution in
which all objects are of the form HomK(D(H), J) with certain K-vector spaces
J . But then HomD(H)(D

∞(H),HomK(D(H), J)) ≃ HomK(D∞(H), J) is in-
jective over D∞(H). The arguments leading to (45) are analogous. □

We note that by [37], page 306, and a similar reasoning for torsion groups we
have

ExtqD(H)(D
∞(H), V ) ≃ Hq(h, V ) and(46)

TorD(H)
q (V,D∞(H)) ≃ Hq(h, V )(47)

for all q ≥ 0 and all D(H)-modules V . Here H•(h, · ) and H•(h, · ) denotes the
Lie algebra cohomology and the Lie algebra homology of h, respectively. Thus,
restricting to the case of a compact group H we obtain the following analog of
[25], Chapitre V, Théorème 2.4.10 (cf. also [39], Theorem 5.2.4). As usual, if
H is any group acting on an abelian group X we denote by XH and XH the
subgroup ofH-invariants and the quotient group ofH-coinvariants, respectively.

Theorem 4.10. Assuming the compact locally L-analytic group H to satisfy
assumption (A) there are natural K-linear isomorphisms

Hq
an(H,V ) ≃ Hq(h, V )H and(48)

Han
q (H,V ) ≃ Hq(h, V )H(49)

for all q ≥ 0 and any object V of MH . In particular, Hq
an(H,V ) = Han

q (H,V ) =
0 if q > dimH.

Proof: Note first that if H is any compact locally L-analytic group then the
trivial D∞(H)-module 1 is projective. In fact, the augmentation D∞(H) → 1

has a D∞(H)-linear section. Equivalently, there is a functional C∞(H) → K
which is invariant under right translation. This is the usual integration map
available for any field of characteristic zero.

Therefore, the spectral sequences of Theorem 4.9 degenerate. By (46) and (47)
it remains to remark that HomD∞(H)(1, V ) ≃ V H and W ⊗D∞(H) 1 ≃WH for
any D∞(H)-module W , as follows from Corollary 4.6. □
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5 Shapiro’s lemma

Let H1 be a locally L-analytic group and let H2 be a closed locally L-analytic
subgroup. We note that by [22], Proposition 1.1.2, D(H2) is a closed subalgebra
of D(H1) so that any object of MH1 becomes an object of MH2 via restriction.

For an object V of MH2 we set

indH1

H2
(V ) := D(H1)⊗̃D(H2),ιV and(50)

coindH1

H2
(V ) := LH2(D(H1), V ).(51)

Proposition 5.1. The assignment (V 7→ indH1

H2
(V )) is a functor MH2 →

MH1 taking s-exact sequences to s-exact sequences. The assignment (V 7→
coindH1

H2
(V )) is a functor MH2 → MH1 taking s-exact sequences of hypomod-

ules in MH2 to s-exact sequences of hypomodules in MH1 .

Lemma 5.2. The (right) D(H2)-module D(H1) is s-free.

Proof: By [16], Satz 4.1.1, the projection H1 → H1/H2 has a locally analytic
section inducing an isomorphism H1 ≃ H1/H2 ×H2 of locally L-analytic man-
ifolds and right H2-spaces, the action of H2 on H1/H2 being trivial. According
to [37], Proposition A.3, we obtain an isomorphism

(52) D(H1) ≃ D(H1/H2)⊗̂K,ιD(H2)

of right D(H2)-modules. □

Proof of Proposition 5.1: By (52) and Lemma 2.6 there is a natural K-linear
topological isomorphism

(53) indH1

H2
(V ) ≃ D(H1/H2)⊗̂K,ιV

whence indH1

H2
(V ) is Hausdorff and complete. Its structure of a separately con-

tinuous D(H1)-module is the one induced from the s-free module D(H1)⊗̂K,ιV .

It is clear that the formation of indH1

H2
(V ) is functorial in V . The final assertion

follows from Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 2.6.

By Lemma 2.13 the space Lb(D(H1), V ) is an object of MH1 via (δf)(δ′) =
f(δ′δ). This structure extends to the closed, hence complete and Hausdorff
subspace LH2(D(H1), V ). Therefore, coindH1

H2
(V ) is an object of MH1 . The

final assertion follows from Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 2.2, implying that if V is a
hypomodule then there is a natural K-linear topological isomorphism

(54) coindH1

H2
(V ) ≃ Lb(D(H1/H2), V ). □

Proposition 5.3. The functors indH1

H2
and coindH1

H2
restrict to functors MsnF

H2
→

MsnF
H1

and Mpct
H2

→ Mpct
H1

, respectively. The diagram of s-exact functors

(55) MsnF
H1

(·)′b // Mpct
H1

MsnF
H2

indH2
H1

OO

(·)′b // Mpct
H2

coindH1
H2

OO
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commutes up to natural equivalence.

Proof: The space D(H1/H2) is the countable locally convex direct sum of nu-
clear Fréchet spaces. If V is an object of MsnF

H2
then so is indH1

H2
(V ) by Propo-

sition 5.1, (53) and the arguments given in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Similarly,
we infer from (54) and [32], Corollary 18.8, that as a locally convex K-vector
space

(56) coindH1

H2
(V ) ≃ Can(H1/H2)⊗̂K,πV

is the countable direct product of spaces of compact type (cf. [17], I.1.3 Propo-
sition 6 and [15], Proposition 2.1.28). It remains to show that if V is an object
of MsnF

H2
then coindH1

H2
(V ′

b ) ≃ indH1

H2
(V )′b in Mpct

H1
where V ′

b is an object of Mpct
H2

by Theorem 3.1. This is the natural map

LH2(D(H1), V
′
b )

α−→ Lb(D(H1)⊗̃D(H2),ιV,K)

given by α(f)(δ⊗v) := f(δ)(v) which is a topological isomorphism by (53), (54)
and Proposition 1.4. □

Remark 5.4. If the underlying locally convex K-vector space of an object V
of MH2 is of compact type then coindH1

H2
(V ) can be realized as the space

IndH1

H2
(V ) := {f ∈ Can(H1, V ) | ∀hi ∈ Hi : f(h1h2) = h−1

2 f(h1)}.

This follows from (56) since for spaces of compact type there is a natural topo-
logical isomorphism Can(H1, V ) ≃ Can(H1)⊗̂K,πV (cf. Remark 2.17). If H1/H2

is compact then this is again a space of compact type.

Theorem 5.5 (Frobenius reciprocity). If V and W are objects of MH2 and
MH1 , respectively, then there is a natural continuous K-linear bijection

(57) LH1(ind
H1

H2
(V ),W ) −→ LH2(V,W ).

If V is the locally convex direct sum of strict (LF)-spaces and if W is a hypo-
module then this is a topological isomorphism.

If V is an object of MH2 and if W is a hypomodule in MH1 then there is a
natural continuous K-linear bijection

(58) LH1(W, coind
H1

H2
(V )) −→ LH2(W,V )

given by composition with the map coindH1

H2
(V ) → V , f 7→ f(1). If W is

bornological and barrelled then this is a topological isomorphism.

Proof: The map (v 7→ 1 ⊗ v) makes V a D(H2)-submodule of indH1

H2
(V ). Ac-

cording to Lemma 2.2 restriction to V induces a continuous K-linear bijection

α : LH1(D(H1)⊗̂K,ιV,W ) −→ Lb(V,W )

which, under the additional assumptions on V and W , is a topological isomor-
phism. It follows directly from the definitions that a continuous D(H1)-linear
map f from the left factors through indH1

H2
(V ) if and only if α(f) isD(H2)-linear.
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It remains to remark that the quotient map D(H1)⊗̂K,ιV → indH1

H2
(V ) is strong

as follows from (52) and (53) so that the strong topology of LH1
(indH1

H2
(V ),W )

is the subspace topology of LH1
(D(H1)⊗̂K,ιV,W ).

Using Lemma 2.14 the second part of the theorem is proved similarly. □

One of the reasons for working with s-exact sequences are the following acyclicity
properties of the restriction and induction functors which seem to fail in a purely
algebraic setting.

Proposition 5.6. (i) The functor indH1

H2
: MH2 → MH1 takes s-projective

objects to s-projective objects.

(ii) The functor coindH1

H2
: MH2

→ MH1
takes s-injective hypomodules to

s-injective hypomodules.

(iii) The restriction functor MH1 → MH2 preserves both s-projective objects
and s-injective hypomodules.

Proof: Since indH1

H2
respects direct sums it suffices to show that it takes s-free ob-

jects to s-free objects (cf. Proposition 2.3). The claim then follows from Lemma
2.6.

The functor coindH1

H2
respects (finite) direct sums, too, so that by Proposition

2.15 we are reduced to the case of a module of the form Lb(D(H2),W ) for a
complete Hausdorff locally convex K-vector space W . However, by Lemma
2.14 there is a K-linear topological isomorphism coindH1

H2
(Lb(D(H2),W )) ≃

Lb(D(H1),W ).

Finally, the fact that the restriction functor preserves s-projectives follows from
Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 5.2. Also, by Proposition 1.4 and (52) there is a K-
linear topological isomorphism Lb(D(H1), V ) ≃ Lb(D(H2),Lb(D(H1/H2), V ))
for any complete Hausdorff locally convex K-vector space V . By naturality,
it is a homomorphism of D(H2)-modules so that due to Proposition 2.15 the
restriction functor takes s-injective hypomodules to s-injective hypomodules.□
Theorem 5.7 (Shapiro’s lemma). If V and W are objects of MH2

and MH1
,

respectively, then there are K-linear bijections

(59) ExtqH1
(indH1

H2
(V ),W ) −→ ExtqH2

(V,W )

for all q ≥ 0. If the spaces in (59) are topologized by using s-projective s-
resolutions (cf. Remark 2.10) then all maps are continuous. If in addition V
is the locally convex direct sum of strict (LF)-spaces and if W is a hypomodule
then the maps in (59) are topological isomorphisms.

If V and W are hypomodules in MH2 and MH1 , respectively, then there are
K-linear bijections

(60) ExtqH1
(W, coindH1

H2
(V )) −→ ExtqH2

(W,V )

for all q ≥ 0. If the spaces in (60) are topologized by using s-injective s-
resolutions (cf. Remark 2.19) then all maps are continuous. If in addition W is
bornological and barrelled then all maps in (60) are topological isomorphisms.
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Proof: Choose an s-projective s-resolution X• → V of V in MH2 . By Propo-
sition 5.1 and Proposition 5.6 the complex indH1

H2
(X•) → indH1

H2
(V ) is an s-

projective s-resolution of indH1

H2
(V ) in MH1 . Further, by Theorem 5.5 there is

a continuous K-linear bijection of complexes

LH1(ind
H1

H2
(X•),W ) −→ LH2(X•,W )

inducing the continuous K-linear bijections in (59). One might choose for X•
the unnormalized bar resolution B•(H2, V ) of Proposition 2.4 which consists of
locally convex direct sums of strict (LF)-spaces if V does (cf. the arguments
given in the proof of Lemma 3.3). Therefore, the final assertion follows from
the one in Theorem 5.5. The second part of the theorem is proved similarly. □

The same line of arguments leading to Theorem 5.7 also gives the following
analog for torsion groups for which one uses Lemma 2.6.

Theorem 5.8. If V and W are objects of MH2 and MH1 , respectively, then
there are topological isomorphisms

TorH1
q (indH1

H2
(V ),W ) ≃ TorH2

q (V,W ) and(61)

TorH1
q (W, indH1

H2
(V )) ≃ TorH2

q (W,V )(62)

for all q ≥ 0. □

6 Spectral sequences

In order to complete the proof of Theorem 4.4 and to broaden the class of groups
satisfying assumption (A) we need the following technical construction due to
C.T.C. Wall, generalizing the notion of a double complex. We again follow M.
Lazard’s exposition in [25], Chapitre V, (3.1) and (3.2).

Recall that a Wall complex in MH is a family (Xij , d
(k)
ij )i,j,k≥0 of objects Xij

in MH and morphisms d
(k)
ij : Xij → Xi−k,j+k−1 such that if Xn := ⊕i+j=nXij

and ∆n+1 :=
∑n+1

i=0

∑i
k=0 d

(k)
i,n+1−i : Xn+1 → Xn then ∆n+1 ◦ ∆n+2 = 0 for

all n ≥ 0. We call (Xn,∆n+1)n≥0 the total complex associated with the Wall

complex (Xij , d
(k)
ij )i,j,k≥0.

For r, n ≥ 0 we set FrXn := ⊕i+j=n,i≤rXij which defines a filtration on X•
compatible with the differential ∆•. This gives rise to a spectral sequence with

inital terms E1
ij = Hj(Xi,•, d

(0)
i,• ). If all complexes (Xi,•, d

(0)
i,• ) are exact then the

spectral sequence degenerates and the homology of the total complex coincides
with the homology of the complex Yi := H0(Xi,•), i ≥ 0, with differential

induced by d
(1)
i,0 .

Theorem 6.1 (Wall). Let . . .→ Y1
δ1→ Y0

δ0→ V be an s-exact sequence in MH ,
and for each i ≥ 0 let (Xij , dij)j≥0 be an s-projective s-resolution of Yi. There

are morphisms d
(k)
ij : Xij → Xi−k,j+k−1 in MH making (Xij , d

(k)
ij )i,j,k≥0 a Wall

complex whose associated total complex is an s-projective s-resolution of V .
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Proof: For i, j ≥ 0 we set d
(0)
ij := dij and ∆0 := δ0 ◦ d(0)00 : X0 → V . For i ≥ 0

the module Xi+1,0 is s-projective so that since d
(0)
i,0 is a strong surjection there

is a morphism d
(1)
i+1,0 in MH making the following diagram commutative

Xi+1,0

d
(0)
i+1,0

��

d
(1)
i+1,0 // Xi,0

d
(0)
i,0

��
Yi+1

δi+1 // Yi.

The construction of the maps d
(k)
ij in the general case proceeds by induction and

can be copied word by word from [25], Chapitre V, Théorème 3.1.3.

We are rather concerned about the augmented total complex (Xn,∆n)n≥0 being
an s-projective s-resolution of V . Since there is a misprint in formula (3.1.6.4)
of [25], page 190, we shall give some of the details.

Let (σi)i≥−1 be a continuous K-linear contracting homotopy of the complex Y•,
and for each i ≥ 0 let (sij)j≥−1 be a continuous K-linear contracting homotopy
of the complex (Xij , dij)j≥0.

We set Σ−1 := s0,−1 ◦ σ−1 : V → X0 and have ∆0Σ−1 = δ0d
(0)
00 s0,−1σ−1 = idV .

Let Σ
(0)
−1 := Σ−1. For n ≥ 0 set

Σ(0)
n :=

n∑
i=0

si,n−i + sn+1,−1σnd
(0)
n,0 − sn,0d

(1)
n+1,0sn+1,−1σnd

(0)
n,0.

It is straightforward to check that for any n ≥ 0 and any 0 ≤ r ≤ n

(63) (idXn −∆n+1Σ
(0)
n − Σ

(0)
n−1∆n)(FrXn) ⊆ Fr−1Xn

with the convention that F−1Xn = 0. In particular, Σ0 := Σ
(0)
0 satisfies

idX0
−∆1Σ0 − Σ−1∆0 = 0.

The construction of the maps Σn proceeds now by induction. For n ≥ 0 and

m ≥ 1 we set Σ
(m)
n := Σ

(m−1)
n + Σ

(0)
n (idXn − ∆n+1Σ

(0)
n − Σ

(0)
n−1∆n)

m. The

sequence (Σ
(m)
n )m≥0 of continuousK-linear maps becomes stationary form ≥ n.

Indeed, we already saw this for n = 0. Since obviously

∆n(idXn −∆n+1Σ
(0)
n − Σ

(0)
n−1∆n) = (idXn−1 −∆nΣ

(0)
n−1 − Σ

(0)
n−2∆n−1)∆n

we may again apply [25], Chapitre V, Lemme 1.3.5, and obtain

idXn −∆n+1Σ
(m)
n − Σ

(m)
n−1∆n = (idXn −∆n+1Σ

(0)
n − Σ

(0)
n−1∆n)

m+1.

If m ≥ n then by (63) the sequence becomes stationary so that Σ
(m)
n = Σ

(n)
n =:

Σn satisfies idXn − ∆n+1Σn − Σ
(m)
n−1∆n = 0. Note that Σ

(m)
n−1 = Σn−1 by hy-

pothesis. □

Although Lazard does not state it in full generality, the following result is an
analog of [25], Chapitre V, (3.2.1).
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Corollary 6.2. Let H1 be a locally L-analytic group and let H2 be a closed nor-
mal locally L-analytic subgroup of H1. If both H2 and H1/H2 satisfy assumption
(A) then so does H1.

Proof: Let Y• → 1 be an s-projective s-resolution inMH1/H2
with all Yq s-free of

the form Yq = D(H1/H2)⊗̂K,ιVq where Vq is a K-vector space carrying its finest
locally convex topology. Similary, let Z• → 1 be an s-projective s-resolution in
MH2 as in (A). By (52) and Lemma 2.6 we have D(H1)⊗̃D(H2),ι1 ≃ D(H1/H2)
in MH1 where D(H1/H2) is an object of MH1 via the strict surjective homo-
morphism D(H1) → D(H1/H2) induced by the homomorphism H1 → H1/H2

of locally L-analytic groups.

By Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 5.2 the complex D(H1)⊗̃D(H2),ιZ• is an s-resolution
of D(H1/H2) in MH1 consisting of s-free objects of the required form. If we set
Xij := D(H1)⊗̃D(H2),ιZj⊗̂K,ιVi then for every i the family (Xij)j≥0 together
with the maps induced from the complex Z• forms an s-projective s-resolution
of Yj in MH1 consisting of s-free modules of the required form. According to
Theorem 6.1 one can associate with these data a Wall complex whose total
complex is an s-projective s-resolution of 1 in MH1 . Since all modules Xij are
s-free of the required type so are the members of the total complex. □

The proof of Corollary 6.2 gives the following more precise information.

Corollary 6.3. Let H1 be a locally L-analytic group and let H2 be a closed
normal locally L-analytic subgroup of H1. If, as an object of MH2 , the module
1 admits an s-projective s-resolution of finite length r (resp. an s-resolution
consisting of finitely generated free objects) and if, as an object of MH1/H2

, it
admits an s-projective s-resolution of finite length s (resp. consisting of finitely
generated free objects) then, as an object of MH1 , it admits an s-projective
s-resolution of finite length r + s (resp. an s-resolution consisting of finitely
generated free objects). □

Remark 6.4. Suppose the locally Qp-analytic group H to be compact. By [14],
Corollary 8.34, H contains an open normal subgroup H0 which is uniform pro-p.
Since the group H/H0 is discrete the space D(H/H0) = K[H/H0] carries its
finest locally convex topology. Thus, H/H0 satisfies assumption (A) because the
unnormalized bar resolution B•(H/H0,1) (cf. Proposition 2.4) is as required.
By the first part of the proof of Theorem 4.4 and by Corollary 6.2, H satisfies
assumption (A), as well, thus completing the proof of Theorem 4.4.

The following three theorems show how Corollary 6.2 can be used to exhibit
large classes of non-compact groups satisfying (A).

Theorem 6.5. If H is a solvable locally L-analytic group then H satisfies (A).

Proof: By Corollary 6.2 we may assume H to be commutative. Let H0 be a
compact open subgroup of H. Our arguments in Remark 6.4 show that the
discrete group H/H0 satisfies (A). Referring to Corollary 6.2 once again, it re-
mains to show that so does H0. If L = Qp then this is a special case of Theorem
4.4.
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Otherwise, by the commutativity of H0 and by passing to a standard subgroup,
we may assume H to be isomorphic to the additive group odL (cf. [6], III.7.3 The-
orem 4, III.7.6 Propositions 11 and 13). By Corollary 6.2 we may further assume
d = 1. According to the remarks at the end of [34], section 3, the K-algebra
D(oL) is a coherent ring in which the classes of closed, finitely generated and
invertible ideals coincide. In particular, any closed ideal is a projective D(oL)-
module. Moreover, any finitely generated submodule in a finitely generated free
D(oL)-module is closed.

Consider the s-exact sequence

0 −→ I(oL) −→ D(oL) −→ 1 −→ 0.

By our above remarks, I(oL) is finitely presented and projective. Thus, there
is an exact sequence of D(oL)-modules

(64) 0 −→ Y1 −→ D(oL)
r −→ I(oL) −→ 0

in which Y1 is finitely generated, hence closed, and projective. The sequence
(64) is D(oL)-split. We claim that any D(oL)-linear section is automatically
continuous. Indeed, by [34], Theorem 2.3 and the ensuing remark, D(oL) is a
K-Fréchet Stein algebra in the sense of [36], section 3. Therefore, the claim
follows from the remark before Proposition 3.7 of [36].

Consider the composition D(oL)
r −→ I(oL) −→ D(oL). Its image is I(oL)

which admits a closed K-vector space complement. Its kernel is Y1 which is
closed with a D(oL)-module complement isomorphic to I(oL). Proceeding in-
ductively, one obtains an s-resolution of 1 over D(oL) as required. □

For p-adic reductive groups the idea of using the Bruhat-Tits building to pro-
duce resolutions with good finiteness properties is, in this context, due to W.
Casselman and D. Wigner (cf. [13], section 3, or [5], Chapter X.2). The tech-
niques we have developed so far allow us to follow their arguments.

Theorem 6.6. If G = G(Qp) is the group of Qp-rational points of a con-
nected reductive group G defined over Qp then the object 1 of MG admits an
s-projective s-resolution consisting of finitely generated free D(G)-modules.

Proof: By a standard procedure and Corollary 6.3 we may assume G to be
either a torus or a simply connected almost simple group.

In the first case, writing G as the product of its maximal Qp-anisotropic and
its maximal Qp-split subtorus, the same arguments allow us to assume G to be
either Qp-anisotropic or Qp-split. In the first case, the group G is compact (cf.
[2], Corollaire 9.4) so that we may apply Theorem 4.4. In the second case, let
G0 be the maximal compact open subgroup of G. We only need to consider
the group G/G0. Since this is a discrete, finitely generated free abelian group,
the ring D(G/G0) is Noetherian and carries its finest locally convex topology.
Therefore, any finite free resolution of 1 is as required.

In the second case again, if G is Qp-anisotropic then G is compact and we may
apply Theorem 4.4. Thus, we are reduced to the case where G = G(Qp) with
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an almost simple, simply connected Qp-isotropic group G.

Let B be the Bruhat-Tits building of G and let ℓ be the Qp-rank of G. Let
K1, . . . ,Kℓ+1 be the stabilizers in G of the vertices of a fixed chamber of B, so
that ∩ℓ+1

i=1Ki is an Iwahori subgroup of G. The parahoric subgroups containing
it are in one-to-one correspondence with subsets α ⊆ {1, . . . , ℓ + 1} via Kα =
∩i∈αKi. The set of simplices whose associated parahoric group is conjugate to
Kα is isomorphic to G/Kα as a G-set (cf. [41], section 3). For any 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ we
set

F i :=
⊕

|α|=i+1

coindGKα
(1).

If we let C(G/Kα) denote the space of continuous K-linear functions on G/Kα

endowed with the compact-open topology then there areD(G)-linear topological
isomorphisms

coindGKα
(1) ≃ Can(G/Kα) ≃ C(G/Kα)

by Remark 5.4 and since G/Kα is a discrete topological space. We let

(65) 0 −→ 1 −→ F 0 −→ . . . −→ F ℓ −→ 0

be the usual chain complex on B with coefficients in the module 1. Since B
is contractible (cf. [10], Proposition 7.4.20) the complex (65) is s-exact, a con-
tracting homotopy of B inducing a continuous K-linear contracting homotopy
of (65). By Proposition 5.3 the strong dual

(66) 0 −→ Cℓ −→ . . . −→ C0 −→ 1 −→ 0

of the complex (65) is s-exact in MG with Ci = ⊕|α|=i+1ind
G
Kα

(1).

For any set α we choose an s-projective s-resolutionX
(α)
• of 1 inMKα consisting

of finitely generated free D(Kα)-modules (cf. Theorem 4.4). Since D(G) is both
free and s-free over D(Kα) (cf. (6) and Lemma 5.2) we obtain from Lemma 2.6

that indGKα
(X

(α)
• ) is an s-resolution of indGKα

(1) consisting of finitely generated
free D(G)-modules. Taking direct sums we may apply Theorem 6.1 to construct
a Wall complex over (66) whose associated total complex is as desired. □

Combining Corollary 6.2, Theorem 6.5 and Theorem 6.6 we obtain the following
result.

Theorem 6.7. If H = H(Qp) is the group of Qp-rational points of a linear
algebraic group H defined over Qp then H satisfies (A).

Proof: The group H is the extension of its identity component H◦ and the finite
group scheme H/H◦ whereas in characteristic zero the group H◦ is the semidi-
rect product of its unipotent radical and a reductive group both of which are
defined over Qp (cf. [2], section 0.8). The claim follows on passing to the groups
of Qp-rational points. □

The functors H0
an(H, · ) and Han

0 (H, · ), although left (resp. right) exact in the
algebraic sense, are not left (resp. right) exact in our relative situation. They
generally do not take strong maps to strong maps. This leads to topological
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problems when trying to establish a version of the Hochschild-Serre spectral
sequence. These are vacuous, however, assuming the existence of s-resolutions
with good finiteness properties such as the one in assumption (A).

Theorem 6.8. Let H1 be a locally L-analytic group and let H2 be a closed
normal locally L-analytic subgroup of H1. If H1/H2 satisfies (A) then there are
spectral sequences

Ep,q
2 = Hp

an(H1/H2,H
q
an(H2, V )) =⇒ Hp+q

an (H1, V ) and(67)

E2
p,q = Han

p (H1/H2,H
an
q (H2, V )) =⇒ Han

p+q(H1, V )(68)

for all objects V of MH1 .

Proof: We establish (67), the case of locally analytic homology being similar.
By Theorem 4.8 we have Hp

an(H1/H2, · ) ≃ ExtpD(H1/H2)
(1, · ). As we shall

see, the spaces Hq
an(H2, V ) are naturally modules over D(H1/H2) so that the

terms on the left hand side of (67) have a well-defined meaning even if the spaces
Hq

an(H2, V ) are not Hausdorff and complete (and hence not objects of MH1/H2
).

Let (Yp, dp)p≥0 be an s-projective s-resolution of 1 in MH1/H2
as in (A). Con-

sider the double complex Cpq := LH1/H2
(Yp,LH2(Bq(H1,1), V )), p, q ≥ 0. As-

sociated with C•,• are two spectral sequences both abutting to the cohomology
of the associated total complex. For fixed q ≥ 0 there is a continuous K-linear
bijection

(69) LH2(Bq(H1,1), V ) −→ Lb(D(H1/H2),Lb(⊗̂
q
K,ιD(H1), V ))

(cf. Proposition 1.4, Lemma 2.2 and (52)) which is even a topological isomor-
phism if V is a hypomodule. Since LH1/H2

(Yp, · ) = HomD(H1/H2)(Yp, · ) by
assumption (A), the topology of LH2(Bq(H1,1), V ) is irrelevant when forming
the complex C•,q. But then LH2(Bq(H1,1), V ) may be considered an s-injective
hypomodule in MH1/H2

(cf. (69) and Proposition 2.15) so that by Proposition
2.18

HpC•,q =

{
LH1(Bq(H1,1), V )) p = 0,
0 p > 0.

Thus, the spectral sequence degenerates and the cohomology of the total com-
plex is that of the complex LH1(B•(H1,1), V ) which is H•

an(H1, V ).

For the second spectral sequence associated with C•,• we first fix p ≥ 0. By
our above remark LH1/H2

(Yp, · ) is an exact functor because the module Yp
is projective in the algebraic sense. Since B•(H1,1) is also an s-projective s-
resolution of 1 in MH2 (cf. Proposition 5.6) we have

HqCp,• = LH1/H2
(Yp,H

q
an(H2, V )).

Taking cohomology in the p-direction gives the initial terms of the spectral se-
quence as required for (67). □

The following vanishing theorem heavily relies on the work [37] of P. Schneider
and J. Teitelbaum. Together with Corollary 4.5 it implies that uniform pro-p
groups are Poincaré duality groups. In a different setting this was first proved
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by M. Lazard (cf. [39], sections 4.4–4.5 and Theorem 5.1.5).

Let H be a locally L-analytic group of finite dimension d and let H0 be a
compact open subgroup of H. Following [37], section 2, we let Can

c (H) be the
K-vector space of all compactly supported locally analytic K-valued functions
on H endowed with the topology of a locally convex direct sum coming from
the decomposition

Can
c (H) =

⊕
h∈H/H0

Can(h ·H0).

This topology is independent of the choice of H0. Let DK(H) := Can
c (H)′b.

Since we assumed H to be countable at infinity both Can
c (H) and DK(H) are

objects of MH (cf. [37], Remark 2.1). Further, as in [37], section 3, we let ∆H

be the one dimensional D(H)-module induced by the adjoint action of H on∧d
h. We note that if V is any object of MH and if ψ : H −→ K× is any locally

analytic character of H then the twist V ⊗K ψ is again an object of MH (cf.
[37], Appendix).

Theorem 6.9. If H is a locally Qp-analytic group of dimension d and if χ is any
locally constant K-valued character of H then there are K-linear isomorphisms

Hq
an(H,DK(H)⊗K ∆Hχ) =

{
K, q = d
0, q ̸= d and

(70)

Han
q (H,Can

c (H)⊗K ∆−1
H χ) =

{
K, q = d
0, q ̸= d.

(71)

Proof: Choose a compact open subgroup H0 of H. Using [37], Lemma 2.2, one
can show that DK(H) ≃ coindHH0

(D(H0)) in MH .

If ψ is a locally analyticK-valued character of H then the functor V 7→ V ⊗ψ on
MH is s-exact and takes s-projective objects to s-projective objects. Together
with the topological isomorphism LH(V ⊗K ψ,W ) ≃ LH(V,W ⊗K ψ−1) for any
two objects V and W of MH this implies

(72) ExtqH(V ⊗K ψ,W ) ≃ ExtqH(V,W ⊗K ψ−1)

for all q ≥ 0. Combining this with Theorem 5.7 and Theorem 4.10 we obtain

Hq
an(H,DK(H)⊗K ∆Hχ) ≃ Hq(h, D(H0)⊗K ∆H0)

H0

for all q ≥ 0, assuming χ to be trivial on H0. By what we saw in the proof of
Theorem 4.10 we obtain from [37], Proposition 3.5, that

Hq(h, D(H0)⊗K ∆H0) ≃ ExtqD(H0)
(D∞(H0), D(H0)⊗K ∆H0)

is isomorphic, as a D∞(H0)-module, to D∞(H0) if q = d and is zero else. Ap-
plying [37], Lemma 1.4, we obtain (70).

For (71) one finds Can
c (H) ≃ indHH0

(Can(H0)) and the proof is similar. □
Remark 6.10. If H is open in the group of L-rational points of a connected
reductive or unipotent group then the character ∆H is trivial. Indeed, since
the action of H on

∧d
h is the restriction of an algebraic representation, for the

character ∆H to be trivial it suffices to be trivial on h. This is well known.
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7 Supercuspidal representations

For the group of L-rational points of unipotent algebraic group there is the
following generalization of Theorem 4.10.

Theorem 7.1. Let N = N(L) be the group of L-rational points of a unipo-
tent group N defined over L and let n be its Lie algebra. The functor (·)N :
ModD∞(N) → ModK of N -coinvariants is exact. For any object V of MN and
for all q ≥ 0 there are natural K-linear isomorphisms

(73) Han
q (N,V ) ≃ Hq(n, V )N .

Proof: Since N is the union of its compact open subgroups Ni the func-
tor (·)N : ModD∞(N) → ModK is the direct limit of the functors (·)Ni :
ModD∞(Ni) → ModK which were shown to be exact in the proof of Theo-
rem 4.10. Thus, (·)N is exact itself. By the same argument, any element of
the augmentation ideal of D∞(N) is contained in the augmentation ideal of one
of its subalgebras D∞(Ni) (note that by the analog of (6) for locally constant
distributions on N any such is compactly supported). It follows from Corollary
4.6 that the augmentation ideal of D∞(N) is generated by all elements of the
form δn − 1 with n ∈ N , where δn denotes the Dirac distribution in n. As a
consequence, there is an equivalence of functors (·)N ≃ (·) ⊗D∞(N) 1 so that
the D∞(N)-module 1 is flat. By Theorem 6.5 we may consider the spectral
sequence (45). It degenerates and, together with (47), gives (73). □

Let G = G(L) be the group of L-rational points of a connected reductive group
G defined over L. Recall that if V is a K-vector space carrying an admissible
irreducible smooth representation of G then V is called supercuspidal if for all
proper parabolic L-subgroups P of G with unipotent radical N we have VN = 0
where N := N(L).

The analog of the functor of N -coinvariants in our situation is the functor
Han

0 (N, · ) which, in contrast to the smooth theory, is not exact. Therefore,
we give the following definition of a supercuspidal locally analytic representa-
tion.

Definition 7.2. Let G be the group of L-rational points of a connected re-
ductive group G defined over L. A topologically irreducible locally analytic G-
representation V is called supercuspidal if for all proper parabolic L-subgroups
P of G and all q ≥ 0 we have Han

q (N,V ) = 0 where N denotes the group of
L-rational points of the unipotent radical of P.

Using a structure theorem due to D. Prasad we can characterize the admissible
supercuspidal locally algebraic G-representations, thereby clarifying the relation
between Definition 7.2 and the usual definition in the smooth case. For the
notion of a locally algebraic representation we refer the reader to [28]. Recall
that by [28], Theorem 1, the irreducible locally algebraic representations V of
G are of the form V = π⊗K σ with an irreducible smooth representation π and
an irreducible finite dimensional algebraic representation σ of G.

Theorem 7.3. Let G = G(L) be the group of L-rational points of a connected
reductive group G defined over L. An admissible irreducible locally algebraic
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representation V = π ⊗K σ of G is supercuspidal in the sense of Definition 7.2
if and only if π is a supercuspidal smooth representation.

Proof: Assume V = π ⊗K σ with π supercuspidal smooth. Since π is trivial as
an n-representation there are K-linear isomorphisms

(74) Hq(n, V ) ≃ π ⊗K Hq(n, σ)

for all q ≥ 0 which are compatible with the action of N . Since Hq(n, σ) is alge-
braic and since the n-action is trivial, so is the action of N . Therefore, Hq(n, V )
is N -isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of π. It follows from Theorem 7.1 that
V is supercuspidal in the sense of Definition 7.2.

Conversely, assume π not to be supercuspidal. There is then a proper parabolic
L-subgroup of G with associated group N such that πN is non-zero. By our
above arguments and (74) for V to be supercuspidal it is necessary that Hq(n, σ)
be zero in all degrees. This, however, is not true. Indeed, if q = 0 or if
q = dimL(n) then the space Hq(n, σ) is of K-dimension one (cf. [20], pp. 296–
297). This is an easy case of a more general theorem of B. Kostant (cf. [23],
Theorem 5.14 and Corollary 5.14). □

Of course, one expects there to exist genuinely locally analytic examples of su-
percuspidal representations. First candidates of this kind were constructed in
[18].

The degeneracy result of Theorem 7.1 does not hold for locally analytic N -
cohomology, thus expressing a lack of locally analytic Poincaré duality for the
group N . Still, we can prove the following criterion which will be needed in
Theorem 8.5 below. We note that it admits a variant for semisimple groups
which was inspired by a question of J-P. Serre’s and which was proved by W.
Casselman and D. Wigner (cf. [13], Theorem 1).

Theorem 7.4. Let N = N(L) be the group of L-rational points of a unipotent
group N defined over L. Assume the object V of MN to be a Fréchet space con-
taining a dense N -stable subspace Ṽ which is the sum of its (finite dimensional)
algebraic N -submodules. If the maps in the standard complex HomL(

∧•
n, Ṽ )

computing the n-cohomology of Ṽ are strict with closed image then the natural
maps Hq(n, Ṽ ) → Hq(n, V ) are strict injective maps of Hausdorff spaces with
dense image and there are K-linear isomorphisms Hq

an(N,V ) ≃ Hq(n, V ) for all
q ≥ 0.

Proof: By assumption and since the completion functor is exact on strict exact
sequences of Hausdorff metrizable topological groups (cf. [7], 3.1 Corollaire 1)
the maps Hq(n, Ṽ ) → Hq(n, V ) are strict injective maps of Hausdorff spaces
with dense image. We claim the D∞(N)-action on Hq(n, V ) to be trivial, i.e.
to factor through 1. To see this, it suffices to remark that, by algebraicity, the
N -action on the spaces Hq(n, Ṽ ) is trivial.

During the proof of Theorem 7.1 we saw that the augmentation ideal of D∞(N)
is generated by all elements of the form δn − 1 with n ∈ N . Therefore, if W is
any K-vector space, viewed as a trivial D∞(N)-module, there is an equivalence
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of functors
HomD∞(N)( · ,W ) ≃ HomK(( · )N ,W )

which is known to be exact by Theorem 7.1. Thus, allD∞(N)-modules Hq(n, V )
are injective. By Theorem 6.5 we may consider the spectral sequence (44). By
our above remarks and (46) it degenerates. □

8 Extensions between principal series representations

Let G be a connected reductive group defined over L and let S be a maximal
L-split torus of G. Let P be a minimal parabolic subgroup of G containing S, let
M be the centralizer of S in G and let N be the unipotent radical of P. Let G,
P , M and N be the group of L-rational points of G, P, M and N, respectively,
and let g, p, m and n denote the corresponding Lie algebras.

If G is L-split or if L = Qp then M satisfies (A) (cf. Theorem 6.5 and Theorem
6.6). For the rest of this section we will make this assumption.

Let χ1, χ2 : M → K× be two locally analytic characters, viewed as locally
analytic characters of P via the projection P → P/N ≃ M , and set I(χi) :=
coindGP (χi). By Remark 5.4, I(χi) can be realized as the space of locally ana-
lytic functions f : G → K satisfying f(gp) = χ−1

i (p)f(g) for all g ∈ G and all
p ∈ P . Together with the left regular representation this is a locally analytic
G-representation on a locally convex K-vector space of compact type in the
sense of [35], section 3, and the separate continuous D(G)-module structure on
I(χi) is the one coming from [35], Proposition 3.2.

The aim of this section is to analyze the spaces ExtqG(I(χ1), I(χ2)). Letting

M(χi) := indGP (χ
−1
i ) we use Proposition 5.3 and Pontrjagin duality (cf. Theorem

3.2) to obtain topological isomorphisms

(75) ExtqG(I(χ1), I(χ2)) ≃ ExtqG(M(χ2),M(χ1)).

Further, by Shapiro’s lemma (cf. Theorem 5.7) there are topological isomor-
phisms

(76) ExtqG(M(χ2),M(χ1)) ≃ ExtqP (χ
−1
2 ,M(χ1)).

By (72) and Theorem 6.8 there is a spectral sequence

(77) ExtpM (χ−1
2 ,Hq

an(N,M(χ1))) =⇒ Extp+q
P (χ−1

2 ,M(χ1)).

We see that in a first step we have to compute the locally analytic cohomology
groups Hq

an(N,M(χ1)). We omit the subscript from the notation and simply
write I(χ) := coindGP (χ) and M(χ) := indGP (χ

−1) whenever χ is a locally ana-
lytic K-valued character of M .

If C is a closed P -biinvariant subset of G we let I(χ)G\C be the closed P -stable
subspace of I(χ) consisting of all functions f ∈ I(χ) whose support is contained
in G \ C. We let D(G)C be the subspace of locally analytic distributions on G
supported in C (cf. [22], section 1.2). The subspace D(G)C is a closed left and
right D(P )-submodule of D(G) (cf. [22], Lemma 1.2.4 and Lemma 1.2.5). Set
M(χ)C := D(G)C⊗̃D(P ),ιχ

−1.
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Lemma 8.1. If C is a closed P -biinvariant subset of G then M(χ)C is an
object of MP and the natural map M(χ)C → M(χ) is injective. There is a
D(P )-linear topological isomorphism

(78) (I(χ)/I(χ)G\C)
′
b ≃M(χ)C .

Proof: Choosing a locally analytic section ι of the projection π : G → G/P we
obtain an isomorphism κ : G → G/P × P of locally L-analytic manifolds and
right P -spaces via κ(g) := (π(g), (ι ◦ π)(g)−1 · g) (cf. [16], Satz 4.1.1). We have
κ(C) = π(C) × P where π(C) = (G/P ) \ π(G \ C) is a closed subset of G/P .
Therefore, the topological isomorphism (52) restricts to a topological isomor-
phism D(G)C ≃ D(G/P )π(C)⊗̂K,ιD(P ).

By Lemma 2.6 we have

(79) M(χ)C ≃ D(G/P )π(C)⊗̂K,ιχ
−1

as locally convex K-vector spaces. In particular, M(χ)C is Hausdorff and com-
plete and thus is naturally an object of MP . Under the K-linear topological
isomorphism (79) applied to the subsets C and G of G, the mapM(χ)C →M(χ)
is just the natural inclusion D(G/P )π(C) ⊆ D(G/P ).

By [16], Satz 4.3.1, ι∗ : I(χ) → Can(G/P ) is a K-linear topological iso-
morphism. It is checked to restrict to a topological isomorphism I(χ)G\C ≃
Can(G/P )π(G\C) so that as in [22], Lemma 1.2.5, there is a K-linear topological
isomorphism

(80) (I(χ)/I(χ)G\C)
′
b ≃ D(G/P )π(C).

The K-linear topological isomorphism (Can(G)/Can(G)G\C)
′
b ≃ D(G)C of [22],

Lemma 1.2.5, induces a map D(G)C → (I(χ)/I(χ)G\C)
′
b in MP via restric-

tion of functionals to the closed subspace I(χ)/I(χ)G\C of Can(G)/Can(G)G\C .
It factors through M(χ)C . Using (79) and (80) one shows the resulting map
M(χ)C → (I(χ)/I(χ)G\C)

′
b to be a topological isomorphism as required. □

Let W := NG(S)/M be the Weyl group of (G,S) relative to L (cf. [1], §21.1).
By the relative Bruhat decomposition (cf. [1], Theorem 21.15) G is the disjoint
union of the double cosets PwP , w ∈ W . If we let Φ = Φ(G, S) be the roots
of G with respect to S then Φ is a root system with Weyl group W (cf. [1],
Theorem 21.6 and its proof). Let ∆ be the basis of Φ associated with P (i.e. a
basis of the reduced root system associated with Φ).

Recall the definition of the Bruhat ordering on W : If w,w′ ∈ W then w′ ≥ w
if and only if PwP is contained in the Zariski closure of Pw′P in G. By [3],
Proposition 3.14, we have w′ ≥ w if and only if PwP is contained in the closure
of Pw′P in G endowed with its topology of a locally L-analytic manifold.

Let ℓ be the length function of W with respect to ∆, let w0 be the longest
element of W and set n := ℓ(w0). For w ∈W we let Gw := ∪w′≥wPw

′P which
is the smallest open P -biinvariant subset of G containing PwP . For 0 ≤ r ≤ n
set Gr := ∪ℓ(w)≥rPwP = ∪ℓ(w)=rGw. Set Fw := G \ Gw and Fr := G \ Gr so
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that Fr = ∪ℓ(w)<rPwP = ∩ℓ(w)=rFw.

We endow I(χ) with a descending filtration in MP by letting I(χ)r := I(χ)Gr

for 0 ≤ r ≤ n. We note that in contrast to the theory of smooth representa-
tions I(χ)r is not the space of functions vanishing on Fr, the latter being much
bigger. In fact, a smooth function which vanishes on the closed set Fr automat-
ically vanishes in an open neighborhood of Fr. Therefore, its support (i.e. the
topological closure of the complement of its vanishing locus in G) is contained
in G \Fr = Gr. For an arbitrary locally analytic or merely continuous function
this is no longer true and greatly complicates the determination of the locally
analytic N -homology of I(χ). As we shall see, it leads to a completely different
behavior of extensions between principal series representations (cf. Remark 8.6
and the discussion in Example 8.12).

Since the topological space Gr/P is strictly paracompact and since the set PwP
is closed in both Gℓ(w) and Gw one sees that the map⊕

ℓ(w)=r

I(χ)Gw −→ I(χ)r, (fw)ℓ(w)=r 7→
∑

ℓ(w)=r

fw,

is surjective and that it induces a topological D(P )-linear isomorphism

(81) I(χ)r/I(χ)r+1 ≃
⊕

ℓ(w)=r

(I(χ)Gw/I(χ)Gw\PwP ).

We set Jr := I(χ)r/I(χ)r+1 and Jw := I(χ)Gw/I(χ)Gw\PwP . Dually, we obtain
an ascending filtration ofM(χ) in MP by lettingM(χ)r :=M(χ)Fr for 1 ≤ r ≤
n+ 1. By Lemma 8.1 and (81) there are D(P )-linear topological isomorphisms

(82) M(χ)r+1/M(χ)r ≃ (Jr)
′
b ≃

⊕
ℓ(w)=r

(Jw)
′
b

and

(83) M(χ)Fw∪PwP /M(χ)Fw ≃ (Jw)
′
b.

Although the functor H0
an(N, · ) is not exact one may still infer a lot of infor-

mation on H•
an(N,M(χ)) by computing H•

an(N,M(χ)r+1/M(χ)r), 1 ≤ r ≤ n,
as well as H•

an(N,M(χ)1), and by analyzing the long exact sequences obtained
from the exact sequences

0 −→M(χ)r −→M(χ)r+1 −→M(χ)r+1/M(χ)r −→ 0

in MN (cf. Theorem 4.8 and Theorem 6.5). We restrict ourselves to comput-
ing the locally analytic N -cohomology in the two extreme cases of M(χ)1 and
M(χ)/M(χ)n. This will be sufficient for our calculations in Example 8.12 below.

Let δP : P → K× be the modulus character of P and let dP := δP∆P where
∆P is the character which was introduced before Theorem 6.9. For any w ∈W
we let χw be the character of M defined through χw(m) := χ(nmn−1) for a
representative n of w in NG(S).
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Theorem 8.2. There are D(M)-linear isomorphisms

(84) Hq
an(N,M(χ)/M(χ)n) ≃

{
d−1
P (χ−1)w0 , q = dimN
0, else.

Proof: We have I(χ)n = I(χ)Pw0P . It follows from [1], Theorem 14.12, that
the multiplication map N × w0P → Pw0P is an isomorphism of locally L-
analytic manifolds. Quite generally, if U is a right P -invariant open subset of G
then, since G/P is compact, the restriction to U defines a K-linear isomorphism
from I(χ)U onto the space of all locally analytic functions f : U → K whose
support is compact modulo P and which satisfy f(up) = χ−1(p)f(u) for all
u ∈ U and all p ∈ P . Together with our above remark we obtain that the
map I(χ)n → Can

c (N) given by f 7→ f̃ with f̃(n) := f(nw0) is a D(N)-linear
topological isomorphism. The M -action on Can

c (N) obtained by transport of
structure is given by

(85) (mf̃)(n) = χw0(m)f̃(m−1nm).

By (83) there is aD(N)-linear topological isomorphismM(χ)/M(χ)n ≃ DK(N),
so that by Theorem 6.9 and Remark 6.10 we have Hq

an(N,M(χ)/M(χ)n)) = 0 if
q is different from dimN and that this space is one dimensional else. According
to the proof of Theorem 6.9 we have

HdimN
an (N,M(χ)/M(χ)n) ≃ HdimN (n,M(χ)/M(χ)n)

N .

As in [20], Proposition VII.7.34, the latter space is M -equivariantly isomorphic
to

H0(n,M(χ)/M(χ)n ⊗K ∆−1
N )N ≃ H0(n,M(χ)/M(χ)n)

N ⊗K ∆−1
N ,

where ∆N is seen as a character of M via the adjoint action of M on
∧dimN

n.
Note that it coincides with the restriction to M of ∆P because ∆M is trivial
(cf. Remark 6.10).

As seen in the proof of Theorem 6.9, the space H0(n,M(χ)/M(χ)n))
N is gener-

ated by a Haar measure µ on C∞
c (N). Using the unimodularity of M and (85)

one finds m · µ = δP (m)−1(χ−1)w0(m) · µ. □

Remark 8.3. By [6], III.3.16 Corollary to Proposition 55, one has δP (m) =
| det Adp(m)|. If G is L-split then this equals |

∏
α∈Φ+ α(m)| by the weight

space decomposition of p.

Now consider the D(P )-submodule M(χ)1 = D(G)P ⊗̃D(P ),ιχ
−1 of M(χ). If h

is a Lie algebra over L we denote by U(h) its universal enveloping algebra and
set UK(h) := U(h) ⊗L K. If h is the Lie algebra of a locally L-analytic group
H then there is an embedding UK(h) ⊆ D(H) of K-algebras. It allows us to
identify UK(h) with a dense subalgebra of D(H){1} (cf. [22], Lemma 1.2.5 and
Proposition 1.2.8).

Consider the generalized Verma module m(χ) := UK(g) ⊗UK(p) χ
−1. This is

a left g-module carrying an action of P via p · (x ⊗ 1) = Ad(p)(x) ⊗ χ−1(p).
The inclusions UK(g) ⊆ D(G)P and UK(p) ⊆ D(P ) induce a homomorphism of
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P -modules m(χ) → M(χ)1 which is injective. Indeed, letting P = Pw0 be the
group of L-rational points of the parabolic subgroup of G containing M which is
opposite to P, N the group of L-points of its unipotent radical with Lie algebra
n, we have m(χ) ≃ UK(n) asK-vector spaces by the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt the-
orem. Using (79) we have to show that the natural map UK(n) → D(G/P )π(P )

is injective. Now P ∩ N = 1 and N maps homeomorphically onto an open
neighborhood of π(P ) in G/P whence D(G/P )π(P ) ≃ D(N){1} and the claim
follows. This argument also shows that m(χ) is dense in M(χ)1.

Choosing an L-basis of g, the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem allows us to de-
fine an exhaustive filtration on m(χ) by finite dimensional P -stable subspaces.
Since the N -action on χ is trivial and since the adjoint action of N on g is
algebraic we deduce that m(χ) is the sum of its finite dimensional algebraic
N -subrepresentations. In order to apply Theorem 7.4 we need one more result.

Lemma 8.4. Assume G to be L-split. Endowing m(χ) with the subspace topol-
ogy of M(χ)1 and the spaces HomL(

∧q
n,m(χ)) with the corresponding direct

sum topology, the complex HomL(
∧•

n,m(χ)) is strong.

Proof: Put Cq := HomL(
∧q

n,m(χ)). Since M acts on
∧q

n via the adjoint
action ofM on n, it also acts on Cq via (mf)(x) := m·f(m−1x). The differentials
of the complex C• commute with the action ofM (cf. [20], Proposition VI.6.11).
Therefore, it suffices to show that any M -invariant subspace of Cq is closed and
admits a closed (even M -invariant) vector space complement. Although we are
dealing with metrizable instead of with normed vector spaces this is essentially
the theory of diagonalizable modules as developed in [16], section 1.3. □

Theorem 8.5. Assume G to be L-split. There are D(M)-linear isomorphisms

(86) Hq
an(N,M(χ)1) ≃ Hq(n,m(χ))

for all q ≥ 0, and these are finite direct sums of one dimensional D(M)-modules.

Proof: According to Lemma 8.4 and the remarks preceding it we may ap-
ply Theorem 7.4 whence there are M -equivariant embeddings Hq(n,m(χ)) →
Hq

an(N,M(χ)1) of Hausdorff locally convex K-vector spaces with dense image
for all q ≥ 0. The claim follows from the fact that the spaces Hq(n,m(χ)) are fi-
nite dimensional by the Casselman-Osborne theorem (cf. [20], Theorem VI.6.19
and the arguments given on pp. 318–319). The proof of Lemma 8.4 shows them
to be the direct sums of their weight spaces. □

Remark 8.6. We point out two major differences between the smooth and
the locally analytic theory, respectively. Firstly, Theorem 8.2 shows that the
highest subquotient of M(χ) obtained from the filtration (M(χ)r)1≤r≤n+1 (and
probably all intermediate ones) gives a trivial contribution to H0

an(N,M(χ)).
Secondly, Theorem 8.5 shows that Hq

an(N,M(χ)1) and thus Hq
an(N,M(χ)) it-

self is a rather complicated object. Whereas the Jacquet module of a smooth
principal series representation is easily determined (cf. [11], Theorem 3.5) in
order to determine the dimensions of the K-vector spaces Hq(n,m(χ)) one has
to refer to the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture (cf. [38], Introduction).

In view of our above results on H•
an(N,M(χ)) and the spectral sequence (77)

we now have to compute the spaces ExtqM (χ1, χ2) where χ1, χ2 : M → K× are
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two locally analytic characters of M . The following lemma is proved as in [5],
I.4.5.

Lemma 8.7. Let H be a locally L-analytic group and let V and W be two
objects of MH such that there exists an element δ in the center of D(H) acting
as multiplication by a non-zero scalar on V and as the zero map on W . We
then have ExtqH(V,W ) = 0 for all q ≥ 0. □

For later reference we explicitly formulate the following special case.

Corollary 8.8. Assume M to be the group of L-rational points of a connected
reductive group defined over L. If χ1 and χ2 are two locally analytic characters
of M whose restrictions to the center of M are distinct then ExtqM (χ1, χ2) = 0
for all q ≥ 0.

Proof: There is an element s of the center of M such that χ1(s) ̸= χ2(s). One
applies Lemma 8.7 with δ := χ−1

2 (s) · δs − 1. □

If M is as in Corollary 8.8 then two characters of M whose restrictions to the
center of M are identical coincide on an open subgroup of finite index of M
(cf. [4], Corollaire 3.20). In view of Corollary 8.8 the most important case to
consider will therefore be the one in which χ1 = χ2. By (72) we may assume
both characters to be trivial. Due to the appearance of Lie algebra cohomology
the situation is more complicated than in the smooth setting for which we refer
to [5], Proposition X.2.6. As usual, if H is a linear algebraic group defined over
L we denote by XL(H) its group of L-rational characters. If H is a torus then
this is a finitely generated free abelian group of rank rkLH, the L-rank of H.

Theorem 8.9. Assume M to be the group of Qp-rational points of a connected
reductive group M defined over Qp with center S and derived group D. Setting
S := S(Qp) and D := D(Qp) with Lie algebras s and d, respectively, there are
K-linear isomorphisms

(87) Hn
an(M,1) ≃

⊕
r+q=n

Hr
an(S,1)⊗K Hq

an(D,1)

for all n ≥ 0 where

(88) Hq
an(D,1) ≃ Hq(d,1)

for all q ≥ 0 and

(89) Hr
an(S,1) ≃

⊕
t+s=r

(

t∧
(XQp(S)⊗Z K)⊗K

s∧
(s⊗Qp K))

is a K-vector space of dimension
(
rkQpS+dimS

r

)
.

Proof: Since M/D is commutative there is a spectral sequence

(90) Hr
an(M/D,Hq

an(D,1)) =⇒ Hr+q
an (M,1)

(cf. Theorem 6.5 and Theorem 6.8). The statement involving (88) is a theorem
of W. Casselman and D. Wigner (cf. [13], Theorem 1) which can also be proved
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using our theoretical setup. We leave the details to the reader.

The Lie algebra of M/D can be identified with s. Since the adjoint action of s
on d is trivial it follows as above that the action of M/D on the spaces Hq(d,1)
is trivial for all q ≥ 0. Since the dimension of these spaces is finite over K we
have

B•(M/D,Hq(d,1)) = B•(M/D,1)⊗K Hq(d,1)

and
Hr

an(M/D,Hq
an(D,1)) ≃ Hr

an(M/D,1)⊗K Hq
an(D,1).

One sees that the double complex giving rise to the spectral sequence (90) is
the tensor product of the complexes B•(M/D,1) and B•(D,1). Thus, the co-
homology of the associated total complex (which is Hn

an(M,1) by (90)) is the
right hand side of (87) with S replaced by M/D.

The homomorphism S → M/D has finite kernel and its image is open and
normal of finite index in M/D (cf. [4], Corollaire 3.20). Since H0

an(H, · ) is an
s-exact functor whenever H is finite, we obtain Hr

an(S,1) ≃ Hr
an(M/D,1) for

all r ≥ 0, and it remains to prove (89).

Let S0 be the largest compact open subgroup of S. By the arguments given in
Remark 6.4, the discrete group S/S0 satisfies assumption (A) so that Theorem
6.8 gives a spectral sequence

Ht
an(S/S0,H

s
an(S0,1)) =⇒ Ht+s

an (S,1).

As above, it leads to K-linear isomorphisms

Hr
an(S,1) ≃

⊕
t+s=r

Ht
an(S/S0,1)⊗K Hs

an(S0,1)

for all r ≥ 0 where Hs
an(S0,1) ≃ Hs(s,1). This latter space is isomorphic to∧s

(s ⊗Qp K). In fact, H•(s,1) is the cohomology of the standard complex
HomK(

∧•
(s ⊗Qp K),1), the boundary maps of which are all zero by the triv-

iality of the s-action on 1 and the commutativity of s. On the other hand,
S/S0 is known to be a free abelian group of rank rkQpS = rkZXQp(S) such that
XQp(S) ⊗Z K ≃ HomZ(S/S0,Z) ⊗Z K (cf. [5], section X.2.2). Therefore, the

description of Ht
an(S/S0,1) follows from [5], Lemma X.2.7. □

Using Theorem 6.5, the last part of the above proof generalizes to finite exten-
sions L of Qp if M is a torus.

Corollary 8.10. Assume M to be the group of L-rational points of a torus
M defined over L. Letting m denote the Lie algebra of M there are K-linear
isomorphisms

Hr
an(M,1) ≃

⊕
t+s=r

(
t∧
(XL(M)⊗Z K)⊗K

s∧
(m⊗L K))

for all r ≥ 0. We have dimK Hr
an(M,1) =

(
rkLM+dimM

r

)
. □
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Remark 8.11. With respect to the cup product the cohomology ring H(d) :=
⊕q≥0H

q(d,1) of a reductive Lie algebra d over a field of characteristic zero is
known to be the exterior algebra over the subspace of primitive elements. This
is a result of J-L. Koszul (cf. [24], Théorème 10.2). Although we have not
introduced cup products between locally analytic cohomology groups, Koszul’s
result together with Theorem 8.9 strongly suggests that the algebra structure of
the total cohomology space H(M) := ⊕q≥0H

q
an(M,1) of a connected reductive

Qp-group M would be that of an exterior algebra, too.

We are going to illustrate our results by giving an explicit example.

Example 8.12. Let G := GL2(L), let T be the subgroup of diagonal matrices,
let P be the subgroup of upper triangular matrices, and let N and N be the
subgroups of upper and lower triangular unipotent matrices in G, respectively.
By abuse of notation we denote by n, n and t the following elements of the Lie
algebras of N , N and T , respectively:

n :=

(
0 1
0 0

)
, n :=

(
0 0
1 0

)
and t := [n, n] =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
.

Further, we let w0 =

(
0 1
−1 0

)
be the longest element of the Weyl group of

(G,T ).

Since any locally analytic character χ : T → K× extends to a continuous ho-
momorphism χ : D(T ) → K of K-algebras making χ an object of MT , we may
set c(χ) := χ(t) ∈ K. The Verma module m(χ) = UK(g) ⊗UK(p) χ

−1 has the
K-basis (nm)m≥0. A direct calculation shows that

(91) n ·
∑
m

λmnm =
∑
m

−λm+1(m+ 1)(m+ c(χ))nm.

It follows that H0(n,m(χ)) is one dimensional if c(χ) ̸∈ Z≤0, generated by n0,

and that it is two dimensional if c(χ) ∈ Z≤0, generated by n0 and n1−c(χ). The
action of T is determined to be via χ−1 and χ−1 ⊕ εc(χ)−1χ−1, respectively,
where ε : T → K× is the character given by

ε

((
t1 0
0 t2

))
= t1/t2.

Further, by Poincaré duality, we have H1(n,m(χ)) ≃ H0(n,m(χ) ⊗ n∗) as T -
representations (cf. [20], Proposition VII.7.34). We deduce from (91) that this
space is trivial if c(χ) ̸∈ Z≤0 and that in the other cases it is one dimensional,

generated by n−c(χ) with T -action given by εc(χ)−1χ−1.

As above we let M(χ) = I(χ)′b denote the D(G)-module obtained by dualizing

the principal series representation I(χ) := coindGP (χ) = IndGP (χ).

Theorem 8.13. (i) As D(T )-modules we have H0
an(N,M(χ)) = χ−1 if c(χ) ̸∈

Z≤0 whereas if c(χ) ∈ Z≤0 then H0
an(N,M(χ)) = χ−1 ⊕ εc(χ)−1χ−1.
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(ii) As D(T )-modules we have H1
an(N,M(χ)) = ε−1|ε|−1(χ−1)w0 if c(χ) ̸∈

Z≤0 whereas if c(χ) ∈ Z≤0 then there is a short exact sequence

(92) 0 −→ εc(χ)−1χ−1 −→ H1
an(N,M(χ)) −→ ε−1|ε|−1(χ−1)w0 −→ 0.

The sequence (92) admits a D(T )-linear section if and only if ε1−c(χ)χ ̸=
ε|ε|χw0 .

(iii) We have Hq
an(N,M(χ)) = 0 if q > 1.

Proof: Consider the exact sequence

0 −→M(χ)1 −→M(χ) −→M(χ)/M(χ)1 −→ 0

with M(χ)1 as above. By Theorem 4.8 and Theorem 6.5 it gives rise to a long
exact sequence in the locally analytic cohomology with respect to N . Referring
to Theorem 8.2, Remark 8.3, Theorem 8.5 and our above computations, every-
thing follows except for the splitting assertion in (ii). Together with its proof,
the latter was communicated to the author by an anonymous referee.

The sufficiency of the condition follows from Corollary 8.8. Therefore, assume
ε1−c(χ)χ = ε|ε|χw0 . It suffices to show that H1

an(N,M(χ)) is not semisimple as
a module over D(T ′) with T ′ := T ∩ SL2(L). Let V (−c(χ)) be the algebraic
representation of G′ := SL2(L) of highest weight −c(χ), and let | · | : T ′ → K×

be the character given by ∣∣∣∣( t 0
0 t−1

)∣∣∣∣ := |t|,

viewed as a character of P ′ := P ∩ SL2(L) which is trivial on N . Let I∞(| · |)
be the K-vector space of all locally constant functions f : G′ → K satisfying
f(gp) = |p|−1f(g) for all elements g ∈ G′ and p ∈ P ′, and let G′ act on I∞(| · |)
via the left regular representation. Endowed with its finest locally convex topol-
ogy, the locally algebraic G′-representation V := V (−c(χ)) ⊗K I∞(| · |) is an
object of MG′ and a reflexive locally convex K-vector space.

According to the proof of [26], Theorem 1, or the forthcoming [27], there is an
exact sequence

0 −→M(ε1−c(χ)χ) −→M(χ) −→ V ′
b −→ 0

of continuous D(G′)-linear maps. Using Corollary 8.8 for q = 0 and the results
already proved, the associated long exact sequence in the locally analytic N -
cohomology gives rise to a D(T ′)-linear isomorphism

(93) H1
an(N,M(χ)) ≃ H1

an(N,V
′
b ).

Using Theorem 6.5, consider the five-term exact sequence deduced from (44) for
the object V ′

b ≃ V (−c(χ))′b ⊗K I∞(| · |)′b of MN . We have

Ext1D∞(N)(1,H
0(n, V ′

b )) ≃ H0(n, V (−c(χ))′b)⊗K Ext1D∞(N)(1, I
∞(| · |)′b)
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by arguments similar to those appearing in the proof of Theorem 7.3. The
reflexivity of I∞(| · |)′b implies Ext1D∞(N)(1, I

∞(| · |)′b) = 0 because the D∞(N)-
module 1 is injective (cf. the proof of Theorem 7.4). Further,

H1(n, V ′
b )

N ≃ H1(n, V (−c(χ)))′ ⊗K (I∞(| · |)N )′b

as modules over D(T ′), where the space H1(n, V (−c(χ)) has K-dimension one
and I∞(| · |)N is of K-dimension two (cf. [20], pp. 296–297, and [12], Proposition
9.3.1). Since H1

an(N,V
′
b ) is of K-dimension two (cf. (93)), the five-term exact

sequence and (93) yield a D(T ′)-equivariant isomorphism

H1
an(N,M(χ)) ≃ H1(n, V (−c(χ)))′ ⊗K (I∞(| · |)N )′b.

However, the T ′-representation I∞(| · |)N is not semisimple (cf. [12], Proposition
9.4.5). □

Using different methods and assuming L = Qp, the following result was first
proved by P. Schneider and J. Teitelbaum (cf. [35], Proposition 6.2; note that
the authors work with the opposite Borel subgroup containing T ).

Theorem 8.14. Let χ1, χ2 : T → K× be two locally analytic characters of T .
The space LG(I(χ1), I(χ2)) = Ext0G(I(χ1), I(χ2)) is one dimensional if either
χ1 = χ2 or if c(χ1) ∈ Z≤0 and χ2 = χ1ε

1−c(χ1). Otherwise it is zero.

Proof: By (75) and (76) and since N acts trivially on χ2 we have

(94) LG(I(χ1), I(χ2)) ≃ LT (χ
−1
2 ,H0

an(N,M(χ1))).

Using the description of H0
an(N,M(χ1)) given in Theorem 8.13 together with

Corollary 8.8 and Corollary 8.10, the claim follows. □

We now analyze the spectral sequence (77) which we abbreviate as Ep,q
2 ⇒ Ep+q.

By Theorem 8.13 we have Ep,q
2 = 0 for all q > 1. By construction of the edge

morphisms we obtain a long exact sequence

(95) 0 −→ E1,0
2 −→ E1 −→ E0,1

2 −→

−→ E2,0
2 −→ E2 −→ E1,1

2 −→

−→ E3,0
2 −→ E3 −→ E2,1

2 −→ . . . .

If χ : T → K× is a character we let χ′, χ′′ : Gm(L) → K× be the characters
given by

χ′(α) := χ

((
α 0
0 1

))
and χ′′(α) :=

((
1 0
0 α

))
.

We let x : Gm(L) → K× denote the character given by the inclusion of L× into
K×.

If χ−1
2 does not simultaneously appear in the D(T )-semisimplifications of both

H0
an(N,M(χ1)) and H1

an(N,M(χ1)) then Corollary 8.8 implies that Ep,0
2 = 0

or Ep,1
2 = 0 for all p ≥ 1. In this case (72), (95) and Corollary 8.10 give the

following result.
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Theorem 8.15. Let 1 ≤ q ≤ 4.

(i) Assume that c(χ1) ̸∈ Z≤0 and that χ′
1(χ

′′
1)

−1 ̸= x| · | (so that we have
χ1 ̸= ε|ε|χw0

1 ). If χ2 = χ1 then ExtqG(I(χ1), I(χ2)) is of K-dimension(
4
q

)
. If χ2 = ε|ε|χw0

1 then ExtqG(I(χ1), I(χ2)) is of K-dimension
(

4
q−1

)
.

Otherwise it is zero.

(ii) Assume that c(χ1) ̸∈ Z≤0 and that χ′
1(χ

′′
1)

−1 = x| · | (so that we have
χ1 = ε|ε|χw0

1 ). If χ2 ̸= χ1 then ExtqG(I(χ1), I(χ2)) = 0.

(iii) Assume that c(χ1) ∈ Z≤0, that χ′
1(χ

′′
1)

−1 ̸= x| · | and that χ′
1(χ

′′
1)

−1 ̸=
| · |xc(χ1). If χ2 = χ1 then ExtqG(I(χ1), I(χ2)) is of K-dimension

(
4
q

)
. If

χ2 = ε|ε|χw0
1 then ExtqG(I(χ1), I(χ2)) is of K-dimension

(
4

q−1

)
.

(iv) Assume that c(χ1) ∈ Z≤0. If χ2 is different from χ1, ε|ε|χw0
1 and χ1ε

1−c(χ1)

then ExtqG(I(χ1), I(χ2)) = 0. □

Our knowledge of the terms Hq
an(N,M(χ)) (cf. Theorem 8.13) allows us to

conclude that by (72), Corollary 8.8 and Corollary 8.10 the terms Ep,q
2 vanish

if p > 4 or q > 1. In view of the exact sequence (95) we conclude as follows.

Theorem 8.16. (i) Assume that c(χ1) ̸∈ Z≤0. The space Ext5G(I(χ1), I(χ2))
is of K-dimension one or zero according to whether or not χ2 is equal to
ε|ε|χw0

1 .

(ii) Assume that c(χ1) ∈ Z≤0 and that χ′
1(χ

′′
1)

−1 ̸= | · |xc(χ1) (so that we have
ε|ε|χw0

1 ̸= ε1−c(χ1)χ1). The space Ext5G(I(χ1), I(χ2)) is of K-dimension
one or zero according to whether or not χ2 is equal to one of the characters
ε|ε|χw0

1 or ε1−c(χ1)χ1.

(iii) We have ExtqG(I(χ1), I(χ2)) = 0 if q > 5. □

In the cases which are not covered by Theorem 8.15 and Theorem 8.16 we do not
know how to use (95) to obtain information on the individual terms Eq. At least,
we are able to prove the following result on the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of
two principal series representations.

Theorem 8.17. If χ1, χ2 : T → K× are two locally analytic characters then∑∞
q=0(−1)q dimK ExtqG(I(χ1), I(χ2)) = 0.

Proof: By (75), (76) and (94) we have to show that

∞∑
q=1

(−1)q dimK Eq + dimK Ext0T (χ−1
2 ,H0

an(N,M(χ1))) = 0.

Setting E0,0
2 := Ext0T (χ

−1
2 ,H0

an(N,M(χ1))) and using (95) this is equivalent to

∞∑
p=0

(−1)p dimK Ep,0
2 +

∞∑
p=0

(−1)p dimK Ep,1
2 = 0.

According to Theorem 8.13 the space H0
an(N,M(χ1)) is the direct sum of one di-

mensional D(T )-modules. It follows from (72), Corollary 8.8 and Corollary 8.10
that

∑∞
p=0(−1)p dimK Ep,0

2 = 0. The same arguments work for H1
an(N,M(χ1))
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unless the latter is a non-split extension of a character η with itself. In this case
one uses (72), Corollary 6.5 and Theorem 4.8 to obtain the additivity formula

∞∑
p=0

(−1)p dimK Ep,1
2 =

∞∑
p=0

(−1)p dimK Hp
an(T, ηχ2)+

∞∑
p=0

(−1)p dimK Hp
an(T, ηχ2).

By the arguments already given, both alternating sums on the right vanish. □

This ends our elaboration of the example of GL2.

We conclude our article with the following comparison result which, in view
of our example in section 4, is certainly special to representations with good
finiteness properties.

Theorem 8.18. Let G be the group of L-rational points of a connected reductive
group G defined over L with P , M , N and χ1, χ2 as above. Assuming L = Qp

or G to be L-split, the comparison homomorphisms

κq : ExtqG(M(χ2),M(χ1)) −→ ExtqD(G)(M(χ2),M(χ1))

of (33) are bijective for all q ≥ 0.

Proof: By (76) we have ExtqG(M(χ2),M(χ1)) ≃ ExtqP (χ
−1
2 ,M(χ1)). As noted

earlier, together with 1 (cf. Theorem 6.5 and Theorem 6.7) also the module
χ−1
2 admits an s-projective s-resolution in MP as in (A). The arguments of the

proof of Theorem 4.8 show that the comparison homomorphisms

κq : ExtqP (χ
−1
2 ,M(χ1)) −→ ExtqD(P )(χ

−1
2 ,M(χ1))

are bijective for any q ≥ 0. After restriction to a compact open subgroup of
P , the module χ−1

2 even has an s-resolution by finitely generated free modules
because this is true for the trivial module 1 (cf. Theorem 4.4 if L = Qp and
Corollary 6.3 as well as the proof of Theorem 6.5 if G is L-split). Thus, χ−1

2

satisfies assumption (FIN) of [37], section 6, and the arguments of [37], Lemma
6.3, show that there are isomorphisms

ExtqD(P )(χ
−1
2 ,M(χ1)) ≃ ExtqD(G)(D(G)⊗D(P ) χ

−1
2 ,M(χ1))

where D(G)⊗D(P ) χ
−1
2 =M(χ2) by Lemma 8.1. We note that if L is a proper

extension of Qp, in order for this reasoning to work, one first has to generalize
the flatness result of [37], Proposition 6.2, to this more general situation. This
was achieved by T. Schmidt (cf. [29], Proposition 8.2).

It remains to remark that the resulting diagram

ExtqG(M(χ2),M(χ1))
∼ //

κq

��

ExtqP (χ
−1
2 ,M(χ1))

κq

��
ExtqD(G)(M(χ2),M(χ1))

∼ // ExtqD(P )(χ
−1
2 ,M(χ1))

is commutative for any q ≥ 0. □
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Remark 8.19. One might look for yet another type of comparison maps.
Assuming H to be a locally L-analytic group we denote by CH the abelian
category of all admissible locally analytic representations of H in the sense
of [36], section 6. By UH we denote the abelian category of all continuous
(unitary) admissible Banach space representations of the topological group H.
Passing to the subspace of locally analytic vectors defines an additive functor
(V 7→ V an) : UH → CH (cf. [36], section 7). In view of the results of [36], The-
orem 7.1, and of Lazard’s comparison isomorphism [25], Chapitre V, Théorème
2.3.10, one might wonder about the behavior of the induced homomorphisms

ExtqUH
(V1, V2) −→ ExtqCH

(V an
1 , V an

2 )

at least if L = Qp and if the spaces Vi are (unitary) principal series representa-
tions. To our knowledge, there are no general results in that direction.
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